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The 'dGlect

Company (TEC) wair,created by Children's TeIedision Workshop

iftSi.the initial success of,Sesamd Street.
:;^" this

count i

I

Widespread illitikscy in

had beams a focus of national concern.

appeared to ie So" piomising at the.pres'ehool

Since Sesame Street

Itevel, it was proposed',by CTW

that a sigt4W apprbach might become an aspect of a significant nationwide

campabinagainst illiteracy
The' program made its &but:Am October, 101.

One.. hundred andthirty (130)

show*Apere\created that season.,./04 each season thereafter through 1974 .77,.
at a cost of roughly $5.54 mdllion'per year., By several criteria,..the program
has been a, success:

it is now carried by approximately 243 public broadcasting

.,

4

V

stations; a-eiwo year multi-site eVSlua

Service identified Vsinaitt reading score

n conducted by Educational Testing
directly attribdtableyzo the program;

target age viewers continOe to total an estimated 6 million children ages 6-11
.

.

on a weekly basis; the program won Emmys.in 1973, 1974, and 1977; the Ohio State
Award, and thS prestigiousjJapan prize as well.
.

.

1:1

.

.

The_fiilal_boo_seasonaThe Elactxie_Company_Adeeignatad4eies...A_Xnd.____
Series-B) are now being broadcast on public television, in alterni ation, through
.

.

,-.

1

at least 1960.)CW is monitoring the response of in- school and home viewers
9

to thi__respeat-patteTtr-in-order to determine 4ts impact on audience size and
1

on effective classroom. use.

Puturi-planning must be-based on these observations.

e
The following-

As!an account of the main points of tie history. and

development. of The Electra

Company, the research that supportedit, and its

influence at home, at'schooliand in the community.

The, report also serves to

:,4

direct. the interested reader to the substantial body of publicationi related
0

to TEC which has been `built up over the years.-'

.1;.

IS

EARLY DEVELOPMENT

Television-seems, at' first, to 0 an ,unlikely medium for .reading intion.

In fact; critics of The Electric Company concept in its, early

sters claimed that tel vision and'print were essentially antithetical
,

(e.g./Parker, 1974)r

Hfever, for many reasons, teaching reading via tele-%

vision was not such an unlik
As part of the-p

venture.

Is early development CTQ's advisors designated

.

"poor readers, 7-10 years old," as the most peedyaudience for the program.
These were Children who had already tasted failure in school reading
;

print-was;

and.for whom television could provide a non-threatening and familiar alterna.

tive.tO the'classroom experience.

.

It was planned that the program be pri.
%
*
marily for viewing at-home, a respite from the pressure - and perhaps' even
.4 ,
.
humiliation - of the classrobm. .Mt the same time, it was hoped that teachers
w

would also use'the piOgram and considerable promotional dffort was tobe aimed
at them:)

0
t____

The target viewers and their peers were known to .be eteadl%nd
r

i

.
!

sopliisticatedteleviiiion viewers.

Televised reading-instruction, if.carefully.

designed, could take ad4ptage of this visual sophiitication.
had already taught us somel'ioake to dcl this.

ti

r

Sesame Street

''

Fainlli-vit.was'de4ide4that the program would necessarily focus on the
most basic reading skills A which its advisors* felt to be simple -decoding skips,

Such aa mastery.of letter/sound correspondence.

Thus, wh.t

it might indeed

r.

-have peen inappropriate tc atteMpt advanced reading instruction via
r..elerViaion, there was reason to think,, bsed on the Sesame Street ex,

perience, that the building blbcks of the written code might be effectively
presented via the.dynamic and visually Versatile medium of television.
,

Men The Electric Ccapany went into production in.1971,,over ayear
bad, been spent in planniin and exploration. Consultation with experti

v.

=' in apbropriate fields-(reading, language, child development, educational
.*.research) began as soon as the ideeidevilopijsuch a program was con..!
;

deiirepand 'continued to play an important rolethrOughout the years of
A groutiof consultants was forMed into a permanent

' program production.,

Board:of Advisors and a special ammuumhlidisory damaittee which
which
assisted the staff on a:*egular basis.: These groups met frequently p.t,
'first

The former deaWprimarily with questions of program

then yearly.

substance, while the latter advised on aipropriatelarbas of research

activity and on questiOns of research deign.
Initially over a hundred individuals were consulted, both individually,.
and in seminars.

Beginning

1970 a task force consisting of Sam Gibbod,

NaomillPoner, and 'Barbara Fowles consulted psychiatrists; psychologists,
psycholinguists, sociolinguists, readings experts, bilingual education
I

specialiits, librarians, wiiters,and illust rators, and many creative

film and television people in i4is.couary4pana in England and Canada:la

'

S

4.
2n addition 4discrussing.hiS ae.herePecialI field'opinterest and
.

,

its relevance to learning td .read, each conSultant.was initially asked to
consider a. nuMber of basic questions, including the f011owing:
1.

Can television be used to teach reading?

2.

Considering the nature of. the target audience,* is itL
necessary:to present a comprehensive beginning reading
um, or can the programlOcus on a seleCted
numberrcbf basic reading skills?

3.. Would there be problems ofi.nterferenCe if the televised
instruction diffared from the instruction offered the

4.

ti

or.

childin the classroom?

Should we adopt a single method of instruction for our
O
program or present k'"caieteria." of methdds?
.

5. .What method of reading instruction do °you prefer, and
Ftll'?;.

6.

What reading skills should be taught to the target auaiende?

07.. How might' those, skills be presented on television?
8.

Inr:What sequence should those reading skills be presented?: .

9. . Is it possible to have!.any useful effect if.the instruction.
is not sequenced?
.

10.

.

To what degree does difference in spoken dialect interfere
.
with learning to read written standard English?
4*

These questions were formulated on the basis of a review of the issues
'S.

.

.04

relevant to elementary reading instruction as well as concerns raised in the
-bos

.E.

.

.

.

&

process of producing Sesame Street.

.

.

*
...

.

.

The first of4 two .curriculum seminars
.

.

cone

March of 1970. at

,

1

Arden House in Hairimani New York.

At the beginning of the conference

.

.

.
.

ktentative set of goals was presented to the Vtarticipazits for their
.

consideration.

The goald wevidivided for'purposes o

discussion, into the

*Initially this was defined as seCond,grade children performing in'the
lower half of their reading claim, and third and fourth grade children
in thl lowest quarter. After the first season, survey feedback.caused
this defifiltion/to be expandedto include all first graders.

O

.

broad categories of.decoding, comprehension and motivation.
,

.

.

Specific

.

skills were prOPosedAn-each'category, Participants were asked tacoonsider ,the goals in relation to a dumber a issues, including sequencing
.;and paging of instruction, dialect and language difference, and progrim
format.

/r
On the basis of recommendations from the Ardeil House COierence, and
,

-

Cobiinued.comsultation with individual experts, a tentative curriculum
was gaftedrgutid then revised.

During the spring and summer of 1970, details

were added, the-SCope'of the instructional goals refined, and teaching
#

.

strategies were tad. more explicit.

In OCiober.1970, a second two-day seminar was held in New York Cit'.
Zaportant outcomes of this seminar. included curriculum refinements, and policy
.

statements on the role of sequencing' and on the use of non-standard-speech.

the policy on sequencihg follows:
1.

The Workshop must.assume that few children will watch every
program in the series. Furthermore, new viewers will be
constantly added, atleast during the first three months
of the series. Therefore, no program in the series should,
require'of the viewer that he ,has seen any previous program.

2.

While sequencing of instruction from program to program within
the series is probably ruled out, any individual program can
be sequenced so as to progress from less complex to more com7
plek material in the half-hour. Such sequencing within individual programs-is desirable.

3.

Frequent repetition of a program element embodying material
a given child at the time of
which is beyond the capacity
first presentation will permit' that child opportunities for
working-hi sWay-through-the-matatri al.

Pro/rear-elements-

designed for such repetition must be highly entertaining
so that children with' more advanced reading skills can benefit
from the revisit/ of instruction which they have already mastered.

IN

4.

.

Ehe Workshop staff will continniwto search for a way to
to the difficulty of instruction in.a gentle upigard
:11e across the series without:excluding the late-coming
viewer. One arrangement mightioe to apply such,a.gradation
Of difficulty to the first half Of the series and then
.repeat the same gradation through the,second half..
.

If no sequencing from program to program proves feasible,
the series will still be beneficial to the target audience.

S.'

///.

s sort of careful consideration was given to each major issue.

`Following the general discussion of eirkshop policy-with regard to these
major issues, the seminar partjcipants worked. in small groups addressing
themselves to a detailed review. of the draft-curriculum, and the proposal
4

.

of some teaching techniques suitable to the medium.
The original curridUlum foi T1

Electric Company was

ormulated'

following this seminar by the team of CTW staff mendoers.*
The purpose of the curriculum was two -fold.

clearly stated the goals of the program.
to be fulfilled in production.

First, the Curriculum

:It served as an internal "contract"

One reason the cuiiiculum goals were stated,

in operational terms ("The child can;..") was to pro ide'a basis for later
%

.

determining the extent to which the program had achieved its objectives%
Seconds the curriculum statement provided the basis for preparation
of scripts and for their translation into production.

It indicated to

4
the writers exactly what a spects of reading were to be dealt with in the
program and how.

iculum in operational state-

Again, the form of

ments was significast:

in giving the wri

r and producerta,description

of what behavior the-child should learn from the program, an. operational

4
110

*A detailed discussion of this curriculum appearain a subsequent
section.

1.0

S
statement suggested particular.production strategies totbe used in piesinting those skills which patallitled the desired hehavidtal outcomes.

The curriculum also served the more mundane but vital.pmxpose of
41heliting toschedule the instructional content,of each show.

Finally,

it was a continuing means for providing. teachers and parents who redid to

make decisions -about using theprogam with bases .foi such ircieions.

p
Curriculum revision was an important continuing functiOn of the
research andtproduction.staffs.

(This revision proceis will;be discussed

in a later sectipn.)

In addition to consultations with expert advisors, the.study team
undertook a number of other activities related to curriculum development.
Forty widely used classrOom instructional systems were analyzed in order',
dis to identify:

a) principles of instruction eicemplified, b) skills introduced
.

-

and c)their Order and rate of introduction, d) '}'sight words" introduced .at
.

.

.

each level.

.

,

.

-

This provtdedanindication of how children are generally ex- -

/.

petted toerform in school.
p

Over fifty reading classes in more than a dozen schools in various
parts of the country were visited.

A wide range of.instructional method,

.lieere observettin actual claisroom operation by the task force members.
.

This approach offered a more accurate picture of" the motivational properties

of various methods.
.

f

Members of the now expanding research and production staffs attended
a number of professional reading conferences duffing the year, includfng

.

the Annual ConventiOn.of the Internailonal:Reading Association and the
t

Teachers ofiEnglish to Speakers OfieOther Lingua4es (TESOL),ind two Right to
Read confeencies.

l
yr
addition,
a
paperLentitledv.'Pre
-reading
on
Sesame
Street,"
cn

was prapsFed by Bak Gibbon and Edward Palmer for the Committee on Reading

of the tigtianal *Cadent? of &location, whose deliboritioni were

r-

attended

by

members mt TEC staff..

The value of the:Gibbon and Palmer.paper, in the
w.

.development...of Zhe Electric C4;111Paing; was that ilforced the translation. of
-

.

.

implicit assumptionsmabout reading instruction into explicit principles whichwould, then be commpnicated to the pioducers of the new program.

It also forced

a detailed analysis of the way'reagng Or. pre - reading was dealt with on
-

.

.

Sesame S.treet and'this too would Provemseful in developing the new reading
rograth.

.

It was decided that The Electric Comoanv should focus on basic reading
't

'kills, since this had been seen most frequently by the prompts Advisors'
as the critical area in terms of'ultimate succe* or` failure in learning reading.
If the mild succeeded in mastering these most basic skills-i-the.prognotis for
c.

)

,

.

.
.

.

success With the more complex aspects'of reading was good; if the child failed
'41ik

a .thispoint, he, or she wasilikely to experience even more reading'difficulty

/

and fall furit

y-andeftrtheebehind.

ih

:Admit

It was

Po recognized that the most sensible approach to televised
#

reading instrUction would be to concentrate on the subset.of needed skills

wtlichielevisipn load best present. :Clearly, television is more appropriate

I

for presenting individual elements of the code, and for concretizing the

.bisic conceptual relationshii between print and speech, than it is for
offering instruction in dealing with extended passages of print.

Therefore,-

it was decided that, rather. than attempting a' comprehensivereading course,
...S1Sgought to do what television can do beat.

rrifetialreoriverg-ed----toiitigerelttivitrVEV-sturrreim
copprehonsive, but ratheri,should be liMited to the essentials of beginning

0

.

reading, and be aimed at the child who hap failed to=graep these'skills in
/

1) Portions of this paper#were later revised and incorporated in a chapter
entitled "Seta= Street, The Electric-Compank, and Reading, " authored

by S. Gibbon, E. Palmet:au#01 Faw1ei in Carroll, J. and Chan; J.,'Tomard
a Literate'Societv. Nag York: Rhni011oiuse, 1975

t

pi.

4"

P

f

ders werenotoriginally-Includ, in the primary .taiget

First

audience for TEC, primarily because the program's eclectic and:wisequendea

approaOh (necessary for reasons outli4eCearlier) mightbe ConfuSing to a
.

.

Also, at

child for whom this whole business of:reading was totally-new.

r
this time, the question of how to approach beginning reading was extremely

4IG

.controversial.' The failing second-grader,the"buWs eye",of the target,,.-.
was chosen'as the child who would have'' some familiaritywith print and
not enough., history of failure to,halie become demoralized.

,Ttmv*nel4s of tiiis,barget-grOup dictated a fociisbn particularly critical
,

-

bagic'ekills,'but did-4ot *itself determine the nature ofTEC'S curriculum...
.

.

-There. ate-severSlyays of.-.Spp*oaChingHbegiTiNelading, and the differences
.

amOng'these approaches are.significaht.
.

It was eventually decided:41i

the

.

_

.

program should adopt a rcafeterie.apProach focusing.on-phoiliCsL:Or

dedtang

skills.as those skills which would ptoyide the chid. with, theTmoet useft

genealizabletools'for grappling with written language.

and

At the same time,

,'phonics' was rather broadly interpreted'andseveral approacheSito decoding

.
written.language were actually employed.

This maximized the likelihood that the

program's,conte4t would bear some relation

the child's formal-reading in

struction, and also provided for the varying learning styles. among viewers.-

,

4

PREBROADCAST RESEARCH

III.

Once the initial, curriculum vas established, a study was carried out
to determine the level of functioning of target viewers in the stated, goal

TheAest population consisted of 100 bi-lingual children (Sparsh'

areaS.

. 'English) in upper Manhattan and 100:black children in BedfOrd-Stuyvesant,
Briooklyn.

Subjects -were second' and third grade students(7-10 year

olds),

classified by us. as non7read6rs, poorreaders, or average readers on the
-basis of scores on the Metropolitan.Achievement Test provided'by the schools.,
The'seCohd major focus was to look for particular problems of:ctildren in
.

.

these two ethnic groups, which were expected to forma substantial,sector
of the program's target audience.
Among none- readers, scores on:reading'iteMs-were so aow that

differencesbetweemethnic.grOtps were me

ngless,

the

Analysis of 'group

differences.suggested.that,On the whole, the major reading. difficulties

Df,the twogroupvwere similar and basic.14 Herweveri the data also suggedted
that the difficulties included various dialectal problems as well as confusion

lettenrsound cOrrespondences, poor bleAing ability, word and

letter reversals, sequencing difficulties, poor listening skills, poor
auditory and visual discrimination, poor decoding, poor comprehension skills,
and limited sight vocibulary'development.

Analysis of errors made by these

0

.calildren led to recommendations for approaches'and teaching strategies to
--be employed on. the new program.

Som-Of these were

..

1)

The show should stress the reasonable, methodical aspects of the decoding
process.

2)

The show Should make it clear that each letter or ,flcrihk" contributes to
thesound and therefore the meaning of the word..

3)

Because of difficulty with final clusters for Black English-speaking and
Spanish-sieaking children, special emphasis on the ends of words may,be
requir19..

4)

Because dialect interference ocCurs'in reading digraphs, ch, sh, and th
should ieceive.special attentioh.
Visual confusaklss (PA, b/d) and alternative spellings (ee,ea) require'
the development of special procedures and strategies.
.

.

.

5)

.

,

.

6) The teaching of morphemes (-ed, -ing) requires stress on the c
between the sound and the Witten symbol.

respondence

Production mus be geared to encouraging cautious readers and hinting
to wild guessers that they can increase their.chances of hitting the ri ht
word if they pay attention to the clues:given in the written ward.

8Y. Emphasis mustbe placed on the fact that sentences make sense
meaning is related to the'wOrds contained Ip'them.

that

r

A smaller study was aimed at characterizing.the typical vocabulary of
,

. the target audience.

In addition to. consulting bast

,

14

i&-lists, conversations

of inner-citi chiadten (6-11 years old) were taped in their homes, non-Supervised'

pleygrolnds, and in and around stores and delicatessens in ordek to develop

vocabulary profiles of this group; Our intention was to try to make the task
of'learning to read easier by basing instruction o taiiliar spoken vocabulary.

Baseline Appeal Studies
survey of the interest and television preferences
We also.carriT out a.su
of ckildren.

Researchers recorded ihterviews with 104 Igget -age children

(6-11 years), wherein they were asked what television shows they watched,

which were their favorites what books they liked and related quedtions.
The most preferrOd.li4e action shows at thatAtime.War

°Sesame Street,

I Love Lucy, Lost in Space,'Lassie, Thfi Three Stooges, The Courtship of Eddie's
Father -Batman, Creature Features,' B : tChed, and Star Trek

The most popular

cartoon shows were Popeye, Superman, Felixthe Cat, Archie, Scooby Doo, Bugs
,

Bunny- Road. Runner, batman, Here Comes the Grump, Banana Splits, and Johnny
Quest.

There was a decided preference for cartoon over live-action shows.

Among print materials, the sample ,of children expressed a prefe ence .for

comic books and picture bOoks'over print7dominated materials.
.

Similar probes were condudted onta periodic basis for th purpose of
Thin led,: for example,,,

updating. The 'Electric Company's appearance aid feeling.

The Electric

to the eventual. introduction of the "Spiderman" charactet/i

/

Company.

During the pie-broadcast phase.an effOrt Was made

tore

me of the pre-

(-

liminaky concepts into prOduction as.soOn as posaible'in o
.

them.

from inaependent`Production houses.

6.

were enimatio

The earliest products of. this effo

The appealof e

'commissioned

these animations
se commercial pro

was evaluated,. primarily in relation to the'appeal:of

g'ams which were most popular with children.

er to evaluate

;tie compar son of an education.al

.

ptoduction to pure.. ,entiartainment tiay

see:Eli

6/ *air,

hOWev r

TEC's competition in the child'a,heme setting was just
AifttiC
. c$'

we recognized that
s sort of commercial

entertainment. '4/10 TEC Could not: compete, then it could not reach the failing

and somewhat unmotivated reader.

Fot the most part,

animations stood up

well Under comparison.

By early summer-1971, fiie half-hour test sh6ws

d been completed in
.

anticipation .of an 'October premieie. nese shows were sUbjected.to thorough
appeal and achievemint testing in New York City public schools, using second
and[tIO.rd grade children with reading problems.. The

dreg' found the

'program attractive, but achievement results were more\d fficult to interpret.

.

It became Clear that short-term achievement measures o

the -pre -test /post -test

variety ware 'simply not meaningful. as a means of forma

ly evaluating TEC.

13.

EARLY PRODUCTION CONCEPTS

.

Because The:Electric Company was originally'intended for viewing pri-

\

N.

4

unmily et home, it-had to be capable of competing with thecommercial-prOgrams
children habitually watched in TEC's time-slot.

(This was not normally' the

case for an explicitly ednbationalprogranYsiare most of them-were offered
rt of school television services.). Thus,_ it was of utmoet
,

ispOriance tha\ the program be attractive to the target ;fewer. Pot this

reason, thewriters selected for the program had prior experience as comedy
,

writers, not as educational writers.
.

,

First*, they acgUainted.themselvei with

.

the reading curriculum andthen they set about .developing ways

of integrating,

it into comedy Sketches.. Thsemajor _premise WaS'bhat effeCtivePedagogy4 while
.

program because they
!the
....,

.

nocesaary, would be useless. mess children*--""

'
.

enjoyed.it:
.

,

v.

As a pyprjram for teading instruction, The Electric. Coal:any naturally

needed to present a.greatdeal'Apf print, a medium which doesnot seem to

.

naturally mesh comfortably with teleVisea,enterraipment formats. -Therefore,,

an important design problem for TEC was to successfully integrate print and

entertaAtment..This task was furthei complicated by the fact that the re.
E.Z.
sulmxng"m.,xture
orno,orand pedagogy had to look ettinctly different from
.

Sesame Street, lest

tife

new program be dismissed as "baby stuff."

Pbr

children already sensitive-to the fact that they were falling behind in school,

a slick, grown-up looking oomr, which could nevertheless Present-the simplest

subject matter, was e4sentia.
-

The producers reasoned that one way to accomplish all this was to work with
the surface of the screen.

The

The Electric'" Company Was chosen to reflect

the tact that, rather thin depicting three-dimensional 'realistic situations as

14.

r

!Simms -Street did,,TEC
.-- would employ elec

nic magic, fluid faniasy settings,

ihe _ television screen
*
.
Abu, assumed some of the properties og the prizited page. Using television
A

,and a great deal oftwo-dimeisional,representation.
.

4

N.

of limited amounts of

in this. vay allowed for theunclUttered

printOthich cOuld compel -attentidn by m6741q, unduiating, blushing, or

;
otherwise responding to speech or sound effects:
The name The Electric Company also connotes another aspect of the program

- a "company" of actors, Elack,Sispanic and white, .male and female, child
,f

and adultr-who offered each viewer an opportunity for identification001-eince
imitation is known

to be an important Way. in which children isarnli . characters
0.'

portrayed bythese actors were straight and 'hip', shy and bold; cheerful and
.,../.

,
.

crabby,_in order_tazake all sorts of childrenfeel included.

s*'-',

Alsd, the fact

tOtt each actor took many different roles suggested implicitly the value of
,

-.Television, with its advantage of visual movement, offered many opportu-

nities to clarify concepts and relationships which often remain obscure on
the printed page. (Many viewers also had the advantage of color.)

Thus,

movement and color cues (or shading on black and white sets') Were utilized

to signal td-the viewer exactly which symbol in a string of:xiitten symbols.

-

corresponded to a giv.ne speech cue.

Also Varriods technig4krtOrcarrying the

eye gime left -to -right (a wave of, color, changeAm size, etd.riirereised-to

modal the process of verbal blending, a cornerstone of beginninierding which
-is extremely difficult for some children to grasp.
Certain formats were used repeatedly during the first season bediuSe.; .
.

..

.

.

of their. unique strengths. -A description of a few of thesiK and the

m

a

rationale for using each one, follows:
.

-

r

This is a device which allows words to appear

The Telestrator:

on the TV screen as they are written by an Iniseen hand.
.

.

a
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,

This is

.

compe/ling technique, in keeping with the magical,
.

electronic tone of the programa which also reinforces the conceptual relationship bitween print and speech;

BoCauscit is''

dynamic, when used.With.an accompanying voice, which reads the
print, it is an excellent. way. of demonstrating the "sounding out"
process, and. it takes, full advW.age -of: the dynamic properties of

television.
a

Animation With Speech Balloons:

Tie speech balloon is a convention

familiar to Yirtnally-all children because it is borrowed from the
comic book.

Coupled with animation and audio, the speech balloon

convention permits animated characters to speak, while their.dia-

loge simultaneously appears in print in balloons emanating from
0

1.

their mouths.' This synchrony of speech and print again models.
this essential relationship, both in general and for specific

words, pazticillarlythns6 streseitor repeated in the dialogue.
The several adyantageous facets of this Inlloon technique are wellr.

illustrated-by the following animation involving a determined plumber
and a wise-cracking pazrbt

the plumber arrives at the door, tools

,

in.hand,and knocks. :The parrot inside on his perch squawks,
*Who ii7it?"

The plumber, fabled by this, replies, "It's the
0

plumier.

I've come to fix the sink.

ThewordsOrboth characters

appear in balloons in synchrobisitibn with their dialogue.. This
ge-

exchange is repeated several tines.

The Plumber's nerves snap and

16..

.At.this poini,'the.lady`of the house returns, spies the

he collapse'.

prostrate plumber on her doorstep -and asks'Aetorically:, "Whilis it?'

Re's come to

From inside we hear the parrot reply, "It's the plumber.
1:

fix the "ink!"

Because the humor of this segMent derives from repetition (with
.

.

a final twist), viewers are given an opportunity not only to grasp'
1

certain properties of tberelation'ship between print (including
4

41

:..,"-

pundtuation) and speech, but they also have a chance to mas ter

reading of "Who is it?" and perhapsOther.repeated words.
4.°

The Message Man. is a character conceived for tuv

Message Man:
pUrposes.

The firit is to provide modelling of the process of

'sounding out" unfamiliar.mords and.synthesizingthe newly analyzed
1kmuuls into intelligible messages.' The second is to create a
lvarbly inept character who might. help the child having reading

problems to relate to thetrOgram.

The Message Man is a gentle

little fellow who laboriously worlibut several simple messages
such as "DO not pull string, " poited in his path'by an ofticious
messenger.

The Message Man,reads the aSsage, at first with
*

much distortion, but eventually in recognizable fora.

(These

distortions are similar to.errors children tend to make in similar.
circumstances.)

As he reads, he track, the print with his inordinately

large, 4Pturned nose.

The trouble is that as he struggles a loses

the sense of the massage, ignoring,a.key wont or syllable (in this
case,'"not!):

Be then pulls the string,- or commits soap clparable

error, and brings 7disaster upon himself.

Finally, heads the
-

message accurately ("Ro not pull string.") in a morose tome.

h.

11-

20

a

Thus,

0
''these segments also illustrate the impOrtance of attending to
, .,

.i

&mining throughout the decoding process.

(CTS4 was occasionally

1.

criticised foi the pudisbment Message Man .receied,' but the format
-

10

Was retained because of its Any streng6s, and because it made a.
_

0

realistic poiAt about the'consequences of an inability to
- Crank:. The character dubbed J. Arthur Crank was used primarily

fOr motivationalpurposes4dOirank voices the confusions and
frustxations

the child day experience when presented with, the

Many inconsistencies of written English.

Crank is used to make' .

viewerivleel that they are not alone in their frustrations.
is:also hoped that by voicing explicit complaints about difficulties

with pe written language, Crank might help children to see thit
there are problems inherent in the system, and not all failures
e due to their own inadequacies.

Durirtg the first season, Crank

was only,a.telephone voice, calling in complaintimasglisamber of the
audience.
1

Subsequently he.was made a visible character and integrated

,

int!, the prograim

L.
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,formative research in television was virtually unknown before Sesame Street.
4

f:formative research, as.the tarts implies, is not to 'valuate the
4
7
program-as a whoie, but tether tOmodilly the program'In a positive direction

The purpoee

.

befoie and during thd production phase (Palmer, 1975).

Formative research con-.

tinned to play!a critical role throughout the years.ofproduction of The ,Electric
Company,and,w was the mcstimportant function of the full-time research staff.
71

The primary function of formative research is to serve the needs
the program's research and production staffs, rather than to' validate CTW's

efforts to reach a larger audiente.

Thus, two critical attributes of formative

research, speed and flexibility of methods, depart markedly from thetypical
demands of basic research.

Speed is critical because production questions

A
must be answered quickly; flexibility is essential because many issues must
often be addressed in a single research effort.

thus, simple and 'open-ended'

technigles, such as group observations, are of enormous 'value in formative
research.

An important:part of formative research, because of its relative
vmlty in television, was the development of new research methods and the
adaptation and improvement of old ones.

A characteristic of formative tesearch

is that several methods, formal and informal, are applied to.a given question,
4-

in order to provide maximally reliable answers in a relatively short period
of time.

Another function is effective communication of research results to pro7
duction personnel. Often, this. proves to be a matter not somuch of correcting
an approach to itstruction, but rather one or legitimizing the producees

2.

rd
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creatiwrintuitions about the correct approach to a pedagogicil problem, and
defining the good and bad aspects of a giVen approach so that it can be used
more effectively in similar future p eces.

results must guide productionod n

Sometimes, however, research

strategies.

The most effective approach`

may be counter-intuitive.
Appeal Measure':

0

A. concern with the appeal of The Electric Company was

The distractor,
crucial, since the viewers_ had to be attracted to the program.
_.
the most, frequently used measureeof appeal, Was originalky devised by

Edward L. Palmer, CTW Vice President for ResearCh, and had been (and continues
to be) .used extensively blithe Workshop research staff in appeal studies for
Sesame Street.

It consists of a rear, screen slide projector, aboUt the.same

size as a television screen, placed at the same height as and adjacent to thd
'television set, at a 450 angle.

tivd,colorslides which

The projector screen displays attrac-

ange every 7.5 seconds, while a piece of video-taped

test material'is shown on the television screen.

The viewer is told to look

at whatever stimulus he chooses as an observer records. the degree of attention
for each 7.5 second interval.

Children are observed individually, and a

composite record of several children watching the: same show is compiled byThis provides a pointliby-point .

'averaging. attention levels for each interval.

analysis of attention patterns which proves to be useful on a continuing basis,
in spith of certain limitations. The primary-strength is that it does not
rely on the child's making an overt response to the material, And is therefore
JP

more like ordinary viewing than armsore intensive methods of evaluation.
.

.

0.Anothir vtlue of this method is that it prOvides a display of mosent-to-

moment fluctuations in attention patterns, which.is in the form of- data,-not
.

e?..nteXprrition.' Thus, such preeentitions make possible-the development of in-

3

4

.

.
.

terpretations by researcherkand producers together, as well as by researchers
!.

alone.

L.

(4er the years, the?,CTW research staff experimented with modifications.,
,

gn-414
e ..-,000
46

.of the distractor graph,,:which_Tight make iffastev and more,accurate.
---,..r

4

Such methodological study was conducted in 1973 at Harvard Graduate

J

chool pf

_

Education under .the supervision of Harry Lasker and the CTW Irsearch staff,
.,.

The Harvard group had six subjects view at one time, and resoonses were re-

corded by a hiddenfvideo camera facing the group of children. Viewing the
taper an observer then measured the attention of each child.

This eliminated

most problems related to serer fatigue (one can stop the tape at any time,
rest, and then go on),or losing track of the intervals.

The method also

did away with the problem of. losing part of each iiperval while looking away
to record the score.

It did so by mechanizing the entire process via an

- electronic contact button,which the observer pressed whenever the child's
eyes left the screen.

The resulting graph was then divided into time intervals

for charting' purposes. *The Harvard group used re same distractor normally
used, a repeating slide carousel with the slide-screen placed at ari angle
to the television screen.

The major difference lies in the tact thaylix

children watched at one time.

The larger group did. not seem to effect

viewing conditions drastically; and evenif they did, *such disturbances would
be more similar to the in-school viewing situation.
g4

4
Attempts were made to -adapt this improved ,pnocedure to simpler, more

.

portable equipment.

A timeiblapse camera was employed in lieu of the video
_0
tape recording..____Mine_sampling7,has the advantage of-being reliable.

Nothing has to be judged or kept track of land sexeral people can count at
once.

But it also *s_the disadvantage of measuring only one instant of time

re interval.)

at regular interva/es rather than the

NI.

e

To see whether "time sampling" might be an adequate method for measuring
attention, the following comparisons weretmadel
41.

'Twenty children in groups of four were photographed watching TEC
show $150.

Three analyses

One photograph was taken each second.

were than prePared:
a.

the number of children wa tching every second

b.

the number of children watching everp fifth. second

'c.

the number of children watching every tenth second
:

-

The graph showing percentage viewing every fifth second was very similar
to that showing every second,

Sampling

iery tenth second was less accurate,

It was decided that4"time sampling" oneirApture every five seconds would do
as well as one per second, i.e. that-molaignificant information was lost by
failure to record completely continuous data.

Harvard data was similarlylanalyzed on the following bases;

a. Continuous-measure (the entire interval) using the mechanised
.Harvard Procedure (with video tape)
b.

number of children who watched every fifth second

c.

continuous measure as judged by an observer watching .the tape of

r.

.the same children used lip the other two graphs, but without any

breaks, simulating the conditiops of our normal distractor pro.

cedure
Each observer watched one child, on the tape at a time, judging d uring what

portion of the interval the ctild watched the screen.

The mechanized continuous measure was clearly the Mostprecise measure, since

thedata are most nearly complete and the method relies least ondridggint.

Using

that as a base line, it was found that the "time.sampling" curve deviates less

-22.

(an average of 2.4 percentage points), even though 'all three graphs repiesented

a measureof the same children watching the same show at the
-

4 fime.
Sa1

.

.

.

.

.

This time-lapse approach, was` used occasionally' m TEC formative research.
.

,

.

.

.

.
..

However, it, and all other revisions in the

eirch meth-6d, necessarily con.

fronted as VA5h the proNlew of cOmparitklity between pastand present evalui-

v

tions of appeal.

w

This was critical, since establishing vtletliermprovement

occurred over time was an importalA function of.this methpd.-However, for
.

t

.

study. of appeal within a program'or segment; lc)hg tinge comparability was not
.

iire and

Mich methods premed useful.

Distractor studies:were not always used to determine the appeal of the
prodrams and we re
.

used -alone.

RatPar, the priiary use- of the distractor

,

method was to determines the appeal of particular pieces of.experimental produe-4

tion.

a
Distractor research had another impOrtant funCtion, implied`previous14% Over.
.

.

"time," careful analysis otdistraFter data allowed the research staff to'identify
eiPealing attributes with

Wie

consistency. At first, sucti"attribUtes were identi-

fied intorma lly,by *swain!, the distiactor data.' However, Langbourne Rust who

came to CTW as a Spencer Foundation' Trainee in 1971 and subsequently joined the
research stifa attempted to systematize the procesi of identifying attributes

N).

correlated wfth extreme appeal scores.
F

Rust examinadItegments falling into high-and low attention categories in
order to formulate hypotheses about attribute* conducive to viewer attention.
Attributes pretent'in most high - attention segjits, and absent from low attention

segments, were presumed to be appealing attribUtes,
Once Rust had identified a set.of attributes filling these criteria, the

:f step was to validate Uri. Trained raters scored new segments for presence

25
f's

.

23.

The predominance of the identified

or absence. of. the identified attributes.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

higl&aPpeal attributes was'hypothesized as predictive of a. highettenti

Score.

-

41b

-These OredictiOns were then tested against actual viewer' response

distractorsituation.
The attributes Rust identified by this procedure generally confirmed and
chasing

extended the informal analysis of the formative research staff,
,

.

sl4etick, functionally-relaVant adtion, strong rhythm and rhyme, and
:children on screen were all* found to be associated with high attention, while
."lecture" quality was associated with low'attention (Rust, 1971):

Because the identXfication of progAhr attributes had proven, over
.

.

'course of'several broadcast seasons,- to bema.usefultool for the imp

P Of the program, and because accumulated research-haddlegun to'relate
.

"

'

vemerit''

arious

..

of these attributet to particular viewer outcomes, a codifig SYstem Was ventua y
'created in order to describe. S completely as possible, all TEC segment

Th

.came to be.seen as a particUiarlrOalUable.activity when,the fifth and si
seasons of TIC were designed as the finallieatons,'tO be,udedas reruns through :
1980.

7-

With at least.tempo ary cessation ~old production, it began to seem likely.

that TEC segments might eventually become a "library" to be drawn upon for
special

xposes such as preparing video-casseites.for specifoiC resOmcb purposes
and other groups. 'Descriptions of segments according to these attributes

----which--had-been-determined_bypast_research_to_be relatedeto-appeal_and/or_com=
prehension would. be ,extremely helpful in the process of selecting segments for

some specific purp6se.

Accorgigly, an exhaustive coding systeM was prepared

,

defining attributei related to appeal ,4e.g. type of humor, type of theme, charack'

ters) and to comprIthension (w.g.'manner of presenting print, pic

ensity.

or

. instruotional content).'aach of these dimensions was analyzed into an. exhaustiVe

"24..

'

.set of alternatiles..

For:example,.humor was broken do40;Wn, as follows:

a)

sight vsg1(

b),

incongruity

c)

puns

d)

'childlike w h i m s y

.

.

) parody.
This,.each Segment conlaIoe described completely and retrieved for various
purposes, according.

the presence or.absence of'a large puMber of attributes, e.g:,
leVel,E ,

appeal to a particular.audence;1suitibility. for a .highly'apecific
,

instruction in. i.partidular goal_area, or suitability for a. particular language.
:

"--

or dialedi-group.
, 0,

ed coders, who had a high degree 'of familiarity. with the program and.
_

.

_

the respolfes df children to.it,spent almost one year coding the entire.library
of.TEC material.. These data-are noc..Lfiledinaccessible form for. future use
.

.

.

Since:the children in TEC aUdiende are relatively reflectiie ;and articplate,..
distractor.ObserOations-.were -very :Often augmented.by.group obiervation sessions
,

.

in:which five,or.sx-ohildrenvatched:the show.togeWlei.I. In:this instance;
the obierver chatted with the children4n a friendly way before the Viewing.
.

session and endouraged-them,to cOMment.freelYyhile thd material was
on the
6
screen.

The ObserVer recorded verbal remarks and physical

that

.

6cdurred.4uring the_vieWing,session. This method,__Lthough_extremely_simple, WAS
used regularly.

It was, for expiole, used extensively in an early MajorevaluatiOn ol The

r.

.41;;,.; ; .4.

Eledttid'CompanY,:carried out under cantrolledAiiewing:.cOnditiofts in:Ningston,

New *Ork,-during /he Electric Cdp0any's first.sik weeks of broadcast:.
A study by CTW researcher Milton Chen (Chen,-1972), conducted in the summei
:of. 1972, usimfthe-first sesison's. programs; is another example of the.useot the. group
.

25.

observation tiChnique'fOr,acqUiringformatiVe.data.

Chen's assumption was

that comprehension is.related to active viewer participation...Els studs' focused
.

.

.

on the'lretording:ofspontaneOus_verbal responses tO%the program. Chen sought,
to relate verba4presponse.to various program
*

attributes.

He .ti it developed

;:prOductiOn:approaches which would Maximilke overt reading responses, many of
P.

.

which were adbiequently"incorporated.into the program.
After the second season, the'. group obaervation*method was enhanced by.

transmission system cOnnecting.,CTW to

the addition 'of a' microwave'
.

,

nearby P.S.'191 in New York City.

This allowed CTW to transmit-Selected

Imaterial to viewing' groups at -the school, ands to monitor as, Well as videotape

their visual, verbal and behavioral responses unobtrusively frOmthe remote
'obsetvationpoint at CTN.

It waslpositible to control the pan, zoom and focUs
,

of the classpoomcamerareMoteiy_from CTW.

also possible to ask'

the children questions before and after the broadiniat.thkough the transmitter

*stem,.

tOo, cOuld.be.preserved on.video tipe..-'Stperimposition

of the program being viewed by the children on the corner of the television'

screen monitor

was. also possible.

Populating TheiblectriC.CompanT-with attractive .characters Wasritical
not only to building an,audience but also to prilliding models for children to

identify with, since the capacity tobring aboutiearninqthrough identification
is an,important aspect of instructional television.

.

.

In order to make decitions about,majorchanges.in Oast and format from.
season to season,,ii was helpfUl to determine the appeal of particular characters,
and repeating formats. apart'frOm any particular segments.

For this purpose

simple .technique, was devised, by TEC 'research ;staff, Using photographs.

as a means9f elicting children's responses to various characters.

We assumed

26.

that children would respond favorably to those characters they founalleost
attractive.

Though details varied, essentially these studies required samples of
target audience children who were TEC viewers at' home or at school to:

identify main characters in photographs
b)

describe die Character's role in the prograM
.

rank thercharacters.for appeal
.

.

The latter was past often accomplished by a sorting approach (piles of
.

.

liked vs. disliked characters) or by asking the Childte4choose_most and least,
favoriti.dharacters.

(A rank ordering' of the eitire letproved to be too

.complicated for most of the Children.)

Children were-alio asked. to tell why they-liked or disliked the characters
selected, partly to insure that selections were, based on properties of the
program character and `not merely those of:the photograph before..theMt and

partly to determineattributes that rendered charaCters and formats appealing,
to the target viewer.

Comprehension. and Achievement. Measures/

educational'materials, appeal was only one ofthe

in.forMative

,

Program segments had to be designed for high compre-

attributes to'be studied.
hensibility as well.

ability.

Therefore research also focused on the vie4

to comprehend and absorb the educationa message of program segmeii
The first thing to be determined, of course, was whether-th

vier was

I

or aural

attending to relevant aspects dt the segments, since lick of vis

ention to

attentiOn virtually assures lack of comprehension, while visua
...relevant aspects of the.Stimulus is at least'a preliminary Lodi"

ion of learning.

an,k1

I.
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_In answering this question, eye-movement recording proved to be one of the
11.

most useful-researCh tools for TEC.

A. child's eye-movements were recorded.
,

This was accomplished by con-

as he or she viewed selected program segments.

straining the child's head and beaming a fine point of light onto 'the cornea
.

of the child's eye.
44

The reflection of this beam of light was recorded by a

..
a..

video &mere-

(This could later be Waperimposed.an aft image of the material

!

.

t

being viewed'eo produce a composite record whith could be, analyzed for attention
i.-- ft
.

patterns.)

;,

/

14.
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.r."J
MOstof the early eye-movement research-Conducted on The Electric Caipany
was carried out by Dr. Kenneth O'Bryan at the Ontario Institute for Studies in
4

Later work. ras done at Harvard's Center for.Relearch in-ehildren's

Education.
.

.

-r

-.

Television, which operates in conjunction with CTV1-..

O'Bryan. first studied the responses.of'childien with normal and retarded
A

reading levels while

were yieCting a variety of segments from TEC 10'Bryan

1.

and Silverman, 102):.. His purpose was to identify format elements which cant

tribUted to or interfered with attending to print :After identifying key.
stimuli` (usuillk.print), eye7movement data for several childwn in,each reading
level category v;ereanalyzed by computer.to determine relative attention to
those stimuli according to the foliawing indices:
lk

number of fixations (or percent of fixations on key elementi vs.

itrelejLt elements)
duration of each fixation
- number of shifts between stimulus elements
4.

On the basigl of these quantitative analyses, O'Bryan then identified

negative and positive format strictures.

Positive factors included:

in-

\tegration of print with action, dynamic presentation of print and an animated

31

format.

-4

tree factors included placement of print In the lower quarter of

the screen, distracting action anaVapia_presentation.

.

This led to the develdp-

sent of g4iidelineslor formats which would be more successful in inducing
children, especially poSi readers:

to attend to print on the screen:

These
*

guidelines were refined over several evaluation cycles until:O'Bryan felt

that'maxiut informat1on4
`compatibility og

heen,,gleaned from the method and thatMaxiMum

iisnlemnets bad been achieved (O'Bryan and Silverman, 1971.)*

use eye-movement technique was an 'effective measure of attention and also

Made for an effecttre.communication
of results through presentation of the
7,
'.actual film data:. Attention; however, ,is a necessary but notisufficient con,

dition to insure that, comprehension hag;bien maximized. Idditional ap

were needed'te-ascertain whether'the presentation was clear, and.p

a way

thetarget.vieyieeepould absorb the material tathOut

oaches

ed in such
fusion.

The technique most often used to evaluate comprehension of TEC is called
.

simply the "stop-tape" technique.

Basically, this technique involves showing

'individual children. eMperimental program segments and interruptinig.the video

tape, at predetermined points to question the child as to what he. or she has
.

Most often the questioning is carried, out at the. conclusion of each

seen.

segment, but a variation on the technique. interrupts the segment in order to.

use the.child's ability to anticipate what will happen next as an index Of his

grasp of what has happened so far. '
Bicause-of-the nature-of-the-stop-tape procedurer-it=is-not possible-to
combine

.t with other measures during a single. exposure.

o

This limitation, was

established in an. evaluation ofA method conducted by TEC research staff.

*Eye-movement research relating to TEC has also been carried out at the
newer Beriard facility, primarily by Fowles, Flagg, and Scinto. The
primaryaim of this work is to use eye-movement measures to explore
the scan patterns of pre-readers on .various ttimului structures.
Final
deports of this work are in preparation.

32
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-Two groups of children viewed an identical series of TEC segments.

The two

groups performed equally on a pre-test of goal areas covered in the program.
However, the group whieh then viewed the serles\in aA uninterruptik.condition
m the "stop-tape" testing

was significantly out-perforeed by the children.

(inlsxmapted).cirdition at post-test. .This was interpreted to be attributable
to the effect of the stop-tape testing in focusing the child's attention on
sglient aspects of the segment and eliciting, active responses to these.

As an aside, it should be noted that while this interruption produced

"

!

effects that were methOdOlOgically undesirable, it also led researchers to
suggest that characters actually in the program might serve a similar directcueing function.

It was this suggesiiod which eventually led to the design c

%
ofi*hole segments intended to focus thechild's attention On goal areas through
explicit guidance.
tff

Stop-taps was the most frequently used method of comprehiiiion testing.
for TEC.
A

However, since it depended on the availability of already-produced

material; it was not useful for the
to put right into production.

evaluation' of

In this sitmitlaii

materials tog guestioiChle

Story

boards were substituted

.

for videotape,

.(Story boards are sequenced paper-and-pencil plans for a

ale-

vision **giants! usually aiimated, which show, key visuals with the complete
;

audio track inficated in writing boatds.)

With timill**06102.s as focal points,
°

children coUld be questioned about proposed sequencet*%mule as in therstopiptape

.insIceduro

7

Since the creation of ,animation is. very expensive and time-consuming, this
approach was extremely.:useful.

However,. there were obvious Alsadvantages.

The

basic shortcoming of this method was that conclusioni drawn on the basis of a

presentation made in one medium had tole applied topresentatiOnito be made in
another.

In one case, ior example, children using rebus books (where pictorial

A

43
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symbols stand for syllables) were able to go through the material at their Min

pace, and found it quite enjoyable, 'Bowyer, itlateeturned out that pacing
of animated rebuses was a problem in termsoeatteniiO6 and appeal, a problem
te

that had not been identified by research relying' an the individually-paced
materials.

The use of ftee verbal report was another variation on the original stoptape technique.
44_

In this case, individual children were shown completedjprogram

segments and asked to respond to them.

But rather than answering pre-determined

questions, the child was asked to give an open-ended or free description of the
segment in response to instructions such as, "Tell me all about the one we just
saw.'

The,c

was encouraged to produce as much detail as possible, but any

prods offered were entirely non-directional (e:g., "Can you remember anything else
about it?").

analysis can be approached in many ways, depending on.the production
a

questions to be addressed.. The major useof free verbal report...with regard to

?RC was as part of a study conducted by Fowles in 1972 (Cowles, 1973).

The

assumption was that those segments which elicited the most talk about educational
factors would tend to be most effective in teaching.
al.

In this study, the .children's verbal reports tiireSanalyzed .(after being.

segmented into units correepondingto phrases) from

tWotints of view; first,

inthe number of .verbal response-units devoted to instrtictionally.relevant,es.
a--

structienally,itrelevant aspects of the segment, and second, the accuracy and
cognitive leVil,of verbal units related to the curriculum content of the segment.
The advantage of this mode of research was that, unlike Rust's work with
program attributei, free verbal reports dealt with atteNtAinto print within
'segments, rather than attention to segments as tholes, and augmented the information proyided by eye - movement research by exploring not only the child's

34
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attention to the curriculum-related aspecti of the segment, but also, through
A

4.* '

-

.

Attributes of the segments,

verbal reports, his int,xpretation.of those elements.
--

.

defined according to a system drawing heavily upon the previously Oited work of

Rust and O'ren were compared for)effectivq;anddineffective segments, according
to the criterion of percent oLrelevant verbalizations.
butes, such as

The importance of attri -

functionally relevant action, integratipn ofprtnt, dynamic

presentation of print andisoderate in.formation load were confirmed.

In the Fowles study an attempt vitals° made to relate the quality of verbal
report and segslint organization to learning or achievement.

That is did children

who talked more about print learn more from the presentations? No systematic
-

Although such'"achievement" testing was

answer te this question was obtained.

used subsequent to this study1 when no other approach was possible, it was not
considered to be a particularly useful' formative research tool for TEC: There
.

'were several reasons for this

.

First, formative research studies were necessarily

short tem', while mastery of reading skills in.mostcaserrequired long-term
cognitive integration and repeated exposure.
was primarily. composed of poor readers.

Second, the intended TEC audience

Therefore, to expect measurable pre-test/

post:ftesteffects'in a short time was particularly unreasonable.
The alternative was to identify the most logicatoreCursors io changes in
011

achievementan&tomake the assumption that positive changes in these mares
were a good indication that, with repeated exposure, positive changes in
c-

---acisvement-scares-would-result-.-.-Thusi-TEC-research-rei-ied-primeri-ly-on-meararea
of-attention, comprehez(sion and recognition as indicators of effective learning,

and left'actual asiessmant of gains to long-term summative research.' Early
aOssiStiVe'studies, however, did provide information useful for the design of

programs in subsequent seasons.

*
.
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An approach toothe evacuation of comprehensibility of TEC formats through
4

.

test'analytic procestures was explored by Marks (1973) in anonalysisof.the
'Fargo North" format, a series of segmenti in which's. bumbling private detective

decodes messages for his customers, using Context and other Cues.

'The purpose

of this.sort of research was to identify the critical bits of information
necessary for successful performanoe of a given tatli in order to insure that
.

instructional materials were clear_and completed..
f

.7

Marks analyzed the segments in terms of "Critical Message Units" and the
order andlmanner in which they were presented in the course of the segment.
She than identified the skills required of *the viewer in orderto comprehend
(This was compared to an analysis of problem solving strategies

that segment.

or

aimed at determining the adequacy of the process as modelled in thmsegpents.)
The following guidelines for Segments modelling:a problem solving approach to
reading grew out of this task analysis investigations:-

a

.

1.

Questions should be framed so as to constrain the number of
Mk

alternative solutions.
2.

3.

GroUnds for rejecting an answer thouldbe made clew.
"Grounds for rejecting an answer should be made more concrete and
explicit.

4.

Use more words and-key pRrases like "I dank" and "I figure out pro- '
blems,!. and
4

5.

Encouragothe idea that "Fargo is controlling the decoding machine"
and net the reverse.

This led to improvement ih the Fargo North segments, which emphasiciea
I

rt

decoding Skills" relying on context cues.. Marks' work illustrates am approach

whereby recurivnt formats can be refined to improve pedagogical effectimenees.

33.

Special Formative Studies

Maximizing the appeal and comprehensibility of TEC for the target au fence
was the major purpose of formative research.

However, since a widely-broadcast

television program is availai to everyone, not just the grodf for which it
of these groups

was intended, it was useful to explore the responses of c

to the program in order to'maximire potential use# and benefits -and-inrease
the cosf/effectiveness.ratio.'

rk particular, soon after.= began regular broadcastenc0
began to accumulate indicting that preschool children, with no formal prepare,

Studies of the

tion other than Sesame Street, were learning to read.from TEC.

respohies of. preschoolers to. TEC were undertaken as a result of this rather
*

unexpected finding.
A mail.,

Pilo tOcramination

of responses of pre-sc hooled was conducted
'14'

1-

directed her inveetigation at determining

for CTS by Sproull (1075)

whether expOsurrto TEC might facilitate the transition of pre=-school children
Accordingly,.Sprovill located six

to first grade classroom reading instruction.

groupleOf preschoOlers of mixed-sex and ethnicity inflUmmei daydare situations

and exposed them to eight weeks of daily viewing of TEC.
During the eight reeks of exposure, daily observations were made of both
selected individual children-and the viewing groups.

(Children it the control

group viewed Mister Roger's NefghborhoOd,i program which does not deal,wih

riading0
.

I

All children Were pre-tested and po6t-tested.

.

Sproull found that basic

reading skills were generally not acquired in an eight-week perioodts, indicated:.
by negligible pre- to post-test gain.

However, the children found the show

highly appealing, were responsive to it, end developed a good knowledge of
several of the prograi's Formats.
.

Sproul' poitulated that eight Weeks Was simply

m

7s,

37

1

sf

not,long enough for pre-schoolers to make,thekceptual breakthrough required
for beginning reading, though their interest in the program suggested that
such:meaningful breakthroughs could occur.
$-

of longer duratiOn:

She suggeited a follow-up study

op

4

7

Another CTW-supported study focusing on a special audience was completed
at the-Harvard Graduate School of Education bit'Dre. Jeannb Chall and Helenisie.:

Their work focused on children with unusually severe reading problems:

Subjects

for this study were generally identified as being in the lowest decile in reading
,

performance, according to national norms:

Cft g"
Using a combinationof attribute analysis of program segments' short-tiki4
learning measures and observation of

viewer.sA

the investigators sought to identify

TEC segmenti most suited to children with *ere reading problems.
-

,

Twenty-six

children in grades 1-3 were pre--and post-tested after :dewing specially prepared 10-minute tapes of selected TEC materials.

Having.identified some likely

segments/ these investigators organized learning sequences, based on these

41'

.

segments, for childrenyitg severe learning problems.. ' (They are now indepen4

.

dently developing ancillary/materials which meet the needs of this group.

The

hope is that theie nateriali will eventually be publidhedt).
As noted above; The-Electric Company was originally cdhceived as a program
to be viewed at home, though there was always concern for making the
useful for teachers as well.

program

It soon became apparent (throua surveys to be

discussed in a subsequent Chapter) that TEC's in-school audience was,very large
and growing, steadily.

Therefore, it became important to give more attention to

TEC As a classroom- tool as well.

The decision to use the fifth and sixth seasons

of TEC ona re-ran basis strengthened the need to give attention to classroom needs.
,...

Constant re-runs may.not'attract a consistent home audience, but.they are better
?

.

suited to thischoql.situetion, where .a new crop of viewers is available each
4.
+

year.

Theis is also a pedagogical advantage, in that the teacher has. a chance

%

4

.

'

.

:.

..

N i

.

"
..,

;

.4`.1"-

:-

.

CA

,
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td9peooms.familiewith program content dnd.to prepare. and seine classtoodp.

11)

related activities.
j

e, the TEC formative reseerchstaff explored the

Through a -que

order to identify effective:patterns of use and__

of TEC in the classroom

.

- locate impediments to effective usweithin the prograi itself.

-fiugh a

s--

questionnaire was distriiated in 1974 to sixty teUnerg-,1frocaied in a. 300-mile

radius of New York City, who were known to be regular uses of TEC.

more*

The results of thil*survey indicated that teachers found t, he
.

,

ectivitias,were condugied befoie or.afterdieng,. and

useful whenrela

*
A
-that materials for conductlibsuchactivities would be useful.
.

TEC.guLde, primarily a program schedule,
-

to

-(Daly a short

available at this trine.

A "T2C

:114

Activity Book" for the classroom was soon made available in response to this'
s-*

The teachers also suggestedlthat4e program with fewer =riots/U items
sAs.
the classroom.
per show wcag.le easier to deal .wit'
heed.)

.4 471

.

This preference filr fewer goala-led to a fotmative investigation in which
.

,)

mock-ups ofprograms'with fewer goal , edited from-completed material, were
and initructio

evaluated for a

1

These shows were found.

fectivoness.

to be about equal,tOother programsin

eal, while they were pedagogically more.
,

effective in toras,Of comprehe nsion and recall meesdhee.
from later seasens.'have,

individual TEC
ones.

For, this reason,

goali than earlier:

IP

carried outin pre

Research

ed to design alprogiam maximally suited to ichooluse

-"lessons r
while

atiod for the fifth and tixth

all of thi program's proven strength ih appealing to the home

vier,
limidOlroduetion created for experimental purposes only was dedigned as'a

*
Prelude to the fin

-*

vo seasons of TEC.

In the past,., material had not been

r.

tonal segatent had been

produced solely for svaalciation purpose (tbonqb an

-,

: .a
:discarded before beteg aired, baged on field testing) because prodCetlionis'
.

.

.

ve.. fte ever in this case, experimentation of two kinds was

extremely

.

carried out: .1 .....msgpentif

.-41t.

using

formati quite*lifferent,from typical TEC

.

aaterial and -2) multiple i;ersions of the same segment, with a single factor
.

varied.
*

,,.
The experinentrIlitsktarials were Produced and evaluated in a series of field
A

bests." Two sets of,. experinents were conducted. .The first set comprised three
/
A

experiments: .

$.

..

,.

.

Set I:

ExIberiment

-.

..44-*L.

, 4. 9

.

.

..

.

It was suggested that a fifteen-minute'Progiam would l'Uttbcteaciail.nore

maxibuity,:v more

:Y
Thereforia comparison
tima:fOr follow-up activities..
,.
0
......'
.
,

was made betieen the f9Llowing program structures: ,
4;

'

'

e'

a) .TEC:Show #392 unchanged (30 4:lutes) viewed by
b)

control groui..
-the

1

.

&

.

Show S392:re-edited.intei two fifteen-minute halves, with .a minute
Of abstract computer. animation separating them. 'Each, halt contained
.

1

covered inthe original 30 minute
P.M of tlermateriat1on.each goalcovered
0

,

.

,

program.

Both'hilves wake :seen, with pp pause' betWeen them, by
-;.

lExperimental Groultl%

'

.--7%.

.:"4"'

.;.,.:

s
*

'

.

c)

.

7''':9,

The first half of this 4-edited version only was vietsd'by Experil.
mental Croup .II.

Apparently, seeing the curricdium twice over in the half hour (Experimental,
Grcpp---I) was confusing.

On the other hand, the children who saw only 15 minutes

performed as well on'a word recognition test as the controls.
',Iimproved.most on the words shown with highest frirquency.

Both groups

T wo things must be

kept intind when considering these results (and'all of the resultS reported
here.)

First, all post - testing was done iediately aftir viewing and no fbllow-

up_ testing could be carried out.

Second, all the children performed eXtremely

40
1

-.!

.

.

t.and4'howed rather smallinit eignificantly different.geinS

poorly on. the pre-

,

v

.

uld be expected under these conditions.

at post =test, as

°.
.

This. small experiment compared a program.with-only twd'ourriculum

Exberikant

5oils,(h and ow) with a regularlEC
.

.

-

program

teaching.:h and ow along

with
,

'other goals.

three,
.

.

.

.

Interettingli, the two -goal viewers were no more-likelythin the

controls to be able to recognize,. in.
.had 'seen (h and ow):

array, the goals of the program they

On 'the other. hand, transfer words (words

,not actually

,

appearing on the program) were more often learned by the twO goal group.
this was a small informal study, the results were only suggestive:

Since

It must also
However,

be noted that recOgnitionis not necessarily equatable with learning.

the shortcomings of more stringent learning taiks have aten discussed evliei:

..,EXILFinlent

,I%

ExperiMent III dealt with structuring the' program to encourage

III;

.

directing the child's attention to those aspects

an appropriate learning -set b
.

.

of the, program central to instruction.

To

theen0Show 092 was again re

edited, this time with an "ifidex" in'theiprer

-

corner of the. screen. .Tile

.

index was simply'a stall box containing the'lettar unit which were the focus
The box remained on screen'during almost the entire show,

of.the segment.

One experimental group saw the indexed' version

changing as the goal change4.

and was,alerted beforehand to the presence of the index and its function.
.

second experimental group Saw the indexed version with no prior comment.

s

.

the three groups.

A

No-clear differences in learnt-4 emerged among

control-. group had noindex.
.

A

.

-.

Apparently, the index did not serve its expeCted.p*Potes

of- helping vieWerip:to SOrt out the key infOriation in.thethow.
'

.

4

.

The second set of-studies was iiltepded to evaluate several ne. formats '1'

"7.:.".94'*-1

designed i0-involve children more directly with the progig6.

We were, in this
4,

,
.
Oase,.more.intereeted in attention and spontaneous overt responses to the
.

,

material than'in learning.
.

,

.

: !teach".

.

Many of these segments, in'fact didn't' actually

. "

.

anything:. SeVeral were word games: modelled by children on theSet,

ibpthen.enCOuraged viewers to join invor repeat

the

game., We hope to en-

,

bourage pip/101,nd teachers to follow -up with their own variations on these.'
game's

4fer..,t4e..01;ogram....'Anothersegittent

(the first of this kind) encouraged

the children to take'pe7iis and paper and write doWn wOrds as 4ley viewed,
in order to match

wit's with

,

a,shoW.chargister.

3

It was reasonable to assume that

school-children wpuld.have these materials available.

The'main influence of this4kedearch projeCi on the program was to-deCrease
the number .of goale per show and :to increase explicitness in teaching.,

To the end of maximizing classroom .effectivenbss of the program, another,

CTW=sponsored study.was.conceiVed by Dr. E.L. Palmer and Milton Chen of CTW
and carried out by Phillip Deoze in the spring of 1976 to explore the efLechvehess of airect.overt teacher interaction with TEC as a teaching approach.

Deppe's

taisk Was to design teacher interventions which could be carried out during

viewing to improve,Student attention and comprehension, and to demonstrate the:
viability of those, intervdhtions.

Both intaatandspecialiPiestructured shows were tested in television alone.
vst,televisionwith Simultaneous teacher-interaction conditions.
.

A group`of

I

selected master teachers-selected appropriate whole programs and- appropriate
segments for inclusion.

Intervention activities including asking students to

read frowthe screen, calling attention to key information, instructing students ..
The

to write4\and.the like, were prepared Based on these program materials.
_

individial segments were then edited tog4her into,experimental shows.
.

The in-

,

:-terventionsWerOrganized into a special boOkletfOr the teachers who were to
4,A,4: take part i-in the experiment. '..These.bookletS listed:Segments; goals,

tervention instructions in an easy-to-follow- form.

and

Objectives of the intervention:

warealso included.

Teachers were carefully trained ine: day-long WOrkihop:

situation ,as part of their particiPation in the'study.

Childien'vere pre- and post-tested, and all groupswere systematically
observed. during the course of the experiment.

Testing:involved both achieVement

teating*d-"visaal efficiency" testing designedby TECformative research staff.
ThePurpOse Of-the.latterWas to determine whether children who had been:eXioied
to teacher:inietventions, Which would presuMably heighten the Salience of the
.

.

curriculusrrelated aspects of segmehts, would be betteratlAcking out those
salient iipects,at.the conclusiOn.of the experiment.
.
/

Pre And post -test comparisons, and observation of classroom processes in.

.

dicated that teacher intervention was useful.particularloy::when the,program had-.

been restructured to accommodate it.
being explored.

Possible uses Of.these findings a411 now.

in particular, the possibility of developing materials whiche

might be made,generally available to'teachersfoefurther research iabeing
.

_

explored.

cassette

There-arealso implications for restructuring TEC, perhaps'in

The re-deSigned prograis-wpuldresembleDeppe's shows in that

--theTwould each .contain fewer goals.: (Teachers involved:in the Deppe eXperithent
,

rePortedfinding his restructured, tapes easier to use.)

.

Plaing:gre undercOn7-.

SiderationtOvlaborate Upon.thls teacher- interaction experiment.

:

Curriculum
-

Devalopment and revision Of"the program curriculUm was not exclusively

Nevertheless, itis post usefully considered

a formatiVe research activity.

within this rea4.
The adequacy Of the original curriculum was evaluated at the end of the
firitseasonjandflagain at the end of every season) .

ThiS evaluatiori.proce

was based on three major sources of input:.
.

1) -,formative rese rch findings
-

findings"

2) .summatiVe,resear
adviior input

30

While formative findings related primarily to tWadequacy,of hoW the
At

instructional material was presented,.it also necessarily revealed 'much about
the adeq0 Uicy,of the curriculum itself in terms of the, appropriateness of the level

of a particular goal, and the ability of television to present, that goal.

Some

reading skills were simply-not very suitable-to televi4on-preSentation, whether
or'not they were necessary for the%devdlopment of real reading skill.
Summative research, helped to answer the same gue'stions:

curriculum goals too easy or too difficult?

i.e., Are the

Is TEC more successful in communi=

cating some curriculum areas' than others?

Advisor input was another primary source of curriculum revisions.

The

El;ictric Company had its own Advisory Committee (Appendix A), which in addition to
'
sfiaping the original curriculum, met at the Conclusionof each broadcast season' rto
.

.

;

:

At,

..

-

...,

give observatiOni-on the previous season and make recommienditions foi changes
in both curriculumrand formats.

Evolution was clearly towajd a

4.''

stress
.on
#
.

a,

.
.

principles and processes.

.

This development can be clearly seen Oen one contrasts

the.."76-.'77 version of. TEC curriculuM with the very first seaiiqh.
,

--

More attention to extended reading practice was also,a consistent trend.

Research Interaction with the Production Process

The formative research staff participated directly in the production
process-at:certain points.

First,, all scripts were read by at least one

member of the research StaM A sheet of tomMents

prepared inYa standa40

format. clearly referencing segment numbeis, was returned to the writer'.and

a coplrgivehto the produCerReseardher. and writei'discussed these comments
,.in aninformal way. . These commentt'vere concerned primarily with the presen'tation of the cugriculuw7content of the segment, but other aspects,of the segment

weresoMetimeS mOt#I as well, i.e..approprietenehs of length, pace, and verbosity,
tastefulness, acceptability of affective coaterk and of chlracterffat4.6n/.thoUg11,

all

.

of these'wee more typically
.

selves.

he toncern!,:m

prodlite;i ind'iliters:them I!

.

)k?

.#
-

-=

scripts were revised on the basii of research and production refiew before
being produced.

All revisions were also reviewed by all concerned.

The re-

search staff did not play the role of unilateral judge of program content.

In

moat cases the review and revision process led to workable adjustments with'

regard to the material to be produced.
*:J..n addition to comments fot the purpose of script revision, the research

Staff also prepared a separate sheet of "Studio Guidelines

for each script.

These were lade available to the producer, studio producer, director and others

4
directly responsible for the production prodess.

These guidelines consisted4of

suggestions for the most educationally effective way.of presenting. the script

material visually, and for making the.non-educationalaspect of the segment as
entertaining as possible without interfering with the educationalmessage.

eta

These.

.specific guidelines supplemented a.-set of general guidelines, prepared in the
.

.

form'af-a Writer!sNehebook.

These principles, based closely'on the curriculum'

-1

document Ppesented the rational

and preferred approach to each category of

curriculum. goal.

-The influence. of the format

logogram segment had entered studio

each prOcess did not'stop even after
ction.

Researcher's monitored all studio

activities, either directly or.via a special cable connection between the pro
duction facility and the research offices.

Researchers monitored the production

procesi for clarity and pace of presentation, characterization and other factors.

Minor changes could

Criticisms were phoned directly .to.the stippio during taping.

be made. at this point, in the waymaterial was presented.

Seldom were major

difficulties encountered st.this point,_since the segment had been thoroughly re7
P

.

viewed prior to eas final review.
.The manner. in which' such a segment.was evaluated depended, of course, on
)iatUreMf the perceived problem, e.g., if the. segment appeared to be rslpw

and lengthy a distractoi.study might be done in.order to see whether attention
to the segment was- sustained.

If thesekMent appeared educationally confusing, a,

stop-tape procedure Would bedevelOped to check comprehensibility.
A new version of the segment might be developed on the basis of these

findings; the original version might be retained and used; orthesegment
might be scrapped altogether.

Resedichers cooberated with the production staff

in reviewing every bit of TEC material at the end of each season and ranking
each segment for quality.

Those considered toviie of lower quality were used

with low frequency in subsequent programs, or they were discarded..

VI.

SUNKATIVE RESEARCH

Summative research is Carriedout in order to. assess the effects'of
program as a whole, mainly to insure that the' program is worth dontinuing

from a pidagogical and economic point of view and to diicover those aspects
of the. program requiring revision.

A two year sumeativi!evaluation of

ElecSricComOanv was carried out. by Educational TestingService* of Princeton,
New Jersey. This studyweirtiroadly conceived -.and planned by the CTW research

staff and the'Cri Research Advisory -Comeittee,In'coopeiation with ETS.
ETS designed 000Cial:iests,':tailoied to the.curriculUm of-The Electric

4

Mlit and idainistered them befoe4 the first season of TEC was aired, to

children in 160classrooms in Presnd,:!California and'Youngstown,.0hiO.

Both

,sites were chosen as medium -sized cities with large disadVantagid-ropulations
Black in the latter) which included. high percentages,

1Hispanic in the fo

*
of.childien with readings, zb lems.

Also, these were cities *heft broadcast

01

arrangements met,the

coOdi,!.ioni-

of the experiment.

Half the classrooms than

half did not view the program. .(ht this Ube.

viewed TEC daily

fb s Thl a viewing by the-control group children)....

TEC was not avaitib

..

sample wa
At

%

IYIeVels of reading

20% of sample

41alf (according

;ding achievement

f4440.1t:

20%

" :i

20%

P°11ridkM1/411f0k,

1.'

Z.

ince fox its first year was to be the

Of course,
-

-44-

at-home viewer, ETS
and Waphington,

40%

.

47*;

.`"

.

o .3acia44.74,2iabo7viewing test condition in Riqhmond, Va.

4

Both sites received this .program via mr, which meant youngsters serving

4
as controls, and

therefore

given no encouragemtztor tuning instructions,

would be unlikely to tune in the program.
populations, mainly Black.

Both cities had large disadvantaged

Though viewing at bome,these children were also

'contacted, pre-tested, and assigned to experimental or control conditions

on the basis ofclassroom membership.

The classroom served as testing

location and unit of analysis for both groups.
At the end of the first season, all the children 4n both Samples were
sit-tested.

During the' second year, a' sub-sample of the school' Viewers were

.Ire-tested'after exposure to a second. season. or after no such exposure.

Some

new children; for whom Season II was the fix st.exposure to.TEC, were-added..
to the sample.

Analysis of the:results of the in-school ampect of the experiment indicated statistically significant.differences in scores on seventeen of nineteen
-

4

sub-scales of the ETS-designed test, and on_a brief subtest
Achievement Test.
program.

f the Metropolitan

These results favored the children who had viewed the

Differences held for firit through fiturth grades, thoUgh they

were-largest fer,the youngest children. -Theyalso held for poor readeri as
4

-.:11gell as 'average' achievers and for BladkArand Hispanics as well as whitest

*ales as well as females (see Table I).
0

Table.II (pages 44B fi C), based on findings reported by Educational. Testing

Service, detiils areas where viewing classes scored signficantly higher than
eon-viewinerclasses in Fresno, California, and_Youngstown, Ohio.

Included in
%

the,Wcond-grade;study were "targie students who saw the show Agulirly and

-
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How Electric Cdmpany Viewersfared:
-Pattern of Achievement
Grade Ono:
(All Target)
TOTAL

9.
TUT AND SUBTESTS
.

Matching Words
Wending Total
Consonants.

13

Vowels

Consonant Blends

9

Chunking Total
Vowel Combinations
Consonant Digraphs

28
9
4

Controlled Vowels
Lailger Spelling Patterns
Sight Words

Scanning Total
FHd E
Double Consoniires
Open Syllables

5

.

14
5
4
4

.4Reading for Meaning Tout.,
.Morphemes
Blending
SPItsdlc %Ads

45
10
a

6

Punctielion

CoalotTolei
Codeallocabolsgr

OrangTotal

-*9

i

4
4

123
10
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9
scored in thelknmirehtlf according to national reading 6rms, and "non-target"
I

atudinti si.gadin at or above grade level.

.

third and fourth grade "target"

students were those scoring ih the lowest quarter,

gain using the-Aitional

norms.
A definite pattern favoring viewers emorgesin'the 123-question test.
covering the.19 curriculum areas included in the experimental series' first
k

season.

Greatest gains were made by second graders 'who were rated as peer&

;:readers, anebi,firet grade'clasies.

All four grades showed Some progress as

a resu4toUlPiewing.4the bow.

;

No such differences were found i

4I

the at-home situation, because 'the

;-*

intended differences between vieling and non-viewing conditions broke &ran.
t

teacher's endourageMehk of the experimental classes to view at home did

nOt "suit in a viewing rate higher than thcet for control children.

Thus

exposure to TEC was at about the same rate for both etPe4sental and control
groups.

There was a correspondilng lack of difference in adhievement.
",4

Since the alsofmme study failed to establish the experimental conditions

;

needed for a valtedaom;rimon between viewers an non-viewers, and because
there was no adequate way to control and measure at-home viewing at a-reasoaable
cost, it was decided that no further attempt would be made to study the effe6ts

#

4

of .home-viewing, and that results obtained in school-viewing circumstances

would have to be relied upon as the most accurate yardstick of the program's
effectivemess.
The Second, year follow-up of in-school samples revealed that:.

a) children

who saw only the first season still retained by the end of the second-season'
.

an advantage in reading achievement relative to non-viewers of session one;

--,

:..--

.

4

.-

-.

-.

!-.i44.. .hi.secondseason of TSCalone was about equally effectiveas the first

r:

--

-

...-,..%
'

4. .-

.,1

Season alone, and c) a seabnd season of viewing produded very smaLl-increisents

'

-:*

-

;

JP

/

in performance over a singlS seism's itlewilig.
.

,, -

.4- t it ; --

,-..tik:'4;A.-;..,_;
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:t

t

:
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The latiar ' finding seems disappointing, but isactually*only reasonable.
.
.
The curriculuis df =covers very basic reading skills, and children who master

these in thourse of one 'year's* viewing simply
.

.

temptation to

from the program. This, finding presented

the

material

Howe

to allow such children to grow.

have little left to gain
include more complex

r, to do so could have tended

to discoura ge. and threaten thoi poor 'readers who needed the program most, so
If

TEC 'remained

,

-

focused prdmerily on basic reading skills for its entire liTespen.

The program was_nevertheless continually revised in order to maintain its

appeal, and in order
.

to refine stategiei for

prating tie's basic skills

_effectively.

Survey resSarchsiay be ussfilly included under the heading of sumisative

.

researeh,:since.-its. ultimate goal is the rot, i.e., to determine the effectiveness

I

of the program as a who

e.

..

-.4-

visa of Theallectricompany was conducted during

A survey

s'the program's first

s

AS ete.ippersity in oo

by Robert Rerriott and Roland i.iebert of Florida

unction with.Rilisirch 'Trliaragle listituis of North

ca ling in order to estimate the Prngraa'spenetration of the nation's school
systems and to'asiess teachers response to it (Nerriott and Litebert, 1972).
As the authors paint out, the results were remarkable, given the more
usual pittern,Of slow acceptanoe/of educational-innovations on the part of
school systems. Only two,montbs into its 'first sea

shoW inks being

-- -

used in some capacity in about- one fourth'of all those Public -and.priVate'
Na

licheois housing the appropriate grades Cons :through fouri.

(The schcor,

7;?...

the

classical' WKS

ng full technrcal
tbeiunit of analiiii). Among schools having

e

;

*dewing capabilities (abificibot.Tv_iets -and a clear -*final) ,. Vaa7-ge'. =sae fx)
40% and in urban schools with capabilities.' 7
trio

''.- 4"-

4!41P1/gether -"'"s4mlita4":

school.a44On.'children were viawia9
....,., .,.Tha-Electricbtoilpany at

Ni;WritiaP. 111

.

53
-

,

r

Liebert. (1473) conducted:a follow-up survey the nextyear4 he found the audience

.had risen to.anestimated 3.5 million.

.

(At this time* A:C. Nielsen surveys

estimated that anothee3.million were viewing at home.)

SchOol penetration

had increased from 23% of the nation's school's' in the first season to 34% in
4,1

4

,.

',,..

.

the second, an. increase of.40out halt in one'year.
4

These surveys also queetioned teachers extensivIltly about their manner of
4

.
.

usingA the program and Omar assessment of 4. Teachers reported being quite
satisfied with the program. ,,,In.

85%

.

&

in -the

.

,

season gave the program a."1,6-ry favbtabIlgo rating:
.

second

first and 87% in the

.

it.

ft

AmonVbeicherb who.used

q.

:

the prograi both seasons, 48% increased the favorability Of their a1sessment
tr
while only:7% gave.the stiles a lower rating the second year.. Teabhers in bott4
.

seasons attributed to the prQgraaf

de-

in pupil reading,
interest,
.
.

coding, spelling, and vocabulary.

These.gurveys made it clear to the CTW staff
,

.
.

.

4.

that the original notion that-TEC might not be accepted and used by teachers
had been mistaken.

It was now obyloUs that tea4hers weie.eagerly making

effective use of:the'program.
,..z

* the

.

Therefore, it became important tore -think

program and determine whether Changes( should be .made ii%torder to ,teeter
.

i

.
.

aecommodattethis major, portion of the audience.

.-:,..

.

.,....-f

.

be

Some changes in focus
.

-

discussed in a'later section, griw in part out of this consideration.
7:'

a third survey* was undertaken in order to provide a baseline 4

which the effects of re-running the programmight be measured in. the
_\

c

A
school context* The results of this
sixth-season survey imdicat7ed that,
given
.
,

the declining -elementary school population,' the proportion of thj,s group exposed to'

TEC in school had held steady eihce the last survey.
4.-

-

.

-0,'.

.-,.

Mbout 29% of all

elemdntary

'

schools in U.S. *ere using the show, compared to about 25% initially, and 344,-in
4
.

A''.1
i

1972 -1473.4- Utiliiiation hed, bowever,,heen realloekted somewhat
.

ic

with

the number

..,

'
-

.4,

O'

:
ti-

t(Por findsairreasons. the-temple for this survey is a sub- sampl4 of the
'1972 -1973'samplef.so no schools opened since then Wereincluded.)

5

.

.

,

V

>

.

.

,
.

-

.

of children in upper grades (grade three through grade six) declining and the

,

,

Xn

number* first grades using theprogram increasing'

in

an estimated-4.7-b7* increase

,

a.,

hadtbeen +

th

o

the_inamber.o,f,A.C.hools in slihich first

.jrade

classes.

F.

Also,

were viewing. TEC.

dropped from

34%.

to

.ii ..even though the proportions of schOis vi,ewini
14v, 1,i-. -

the

29%,,

t,

'1

..

proportion of .impil,c'''viewing

.. .;--, i';.',C.

,.!

.,

-.:.

Cilleid

`t..hetteries.

,''.c.J.'::...;'

IP

: :' . 07%;

1.- . : .

The RT/ study ieidiredthat gen in,1977 two mOjOt4techn

barrierli
do

t

to utilization' of. The Electric Comzany remained: "liiited btoadcast

gnal end

.

the.faCt that many schools still Iackedthe techniaalicapabilitir.fot IT4,ewi444
,.er-7

ng

0 those schools having such facilitieS4:.57.4_
'N'ariaout

e programsi.

L'''

25% suNgested that more information about how to u e tpe prodkam was

needed. (Ohe advantage of the-current re-ru situation mss. that program ''ontent
has become "stabilized," allowing for easier -design and distribution 'of
,

,

support Materials.

A complete handbook for'reicaeseasons A'and hhas been createdg

and should go.a long way toward-'elitinating program information problems.)
Perhaps,- the most interesting finding from%the-third survey= was that an

estimated 24% of schools housinggrades 1 throu4h 6 novihave the capability
(And this figure'may

for video-taping programs for limited liter replay.

actually underestimate thirinumber since no new schools,,-,which are more
,

Likely to be built with modern technical facil4ies, are included 'in this
estimate.) The existence'of such_faciiities*meani, that maw schools miy be abli
N.,

---.tOugiOrECnnoriflexibIy.
,

.

.

.

.

,4it

.
.

.,)

In 1977, Keith Mielke Conducted a related sur;ieyH(Mielke, 1377) ii 'order
to'tgentify conditions within Schools which either facflitate or it 1pede adoption
.
,

of The Electric Company by teachers, in order to maximize use during the period
.

.

ofrepeat broadcatt of Its..

/

technical. barriers (which

141.01ke foculodn A op
'.-

CTW can do little to

hit on attitpdinal and organizational barriers vitlio givent use of

control,

schOO shaving adeApate audiovisual capability: _To obtain his information

10

We inteiVieled over 70 classrOom teachers and several ITV personnel.
MielksifoAllithat, relative to
.4.

other

ITV programs, there are few

barriers Ito

...."

Use-ofTEi Nevertheless,

)

he

fol;owing problems were identified in the ;sport:

Tea
s.do not receive accurate or aufficieneAnForMation
-about,TEC and its support materials

Enthusiasm for the.prog*am may be waningsimplybeCauSe of
itstlongevity
o.

0

.

.:

,

The:Iprogram.does nothive a "serious " educational image

withsame.teachers

.

0.

/Vas; Mielke recommended renewed prIpotion of the program, stressing
"'its seriolis 'educational content and. thiTimilability of suppledentary materials.

He7has Sj.o recommendeddevelopment of a guide for the complete re-run series
.(which has been accomPlish6d) and:creation of 'a ft
ow thin,
.

can ,make ihe

of

or cassette to show teachers

PrqgramAA film is under consideration.

.

Aral EVOLUTION OF PRODUCTION
Pracedur6s

A.

.

While the instrUctionalcontent of TEG
.

IL:.

.

was

,...

4101equOnced from simple to.

-

....

,

''.'

.4b

.-

-

..

.

.

=`,16..:

.:

....

,

.

1..

..mozo'comOlsx,material over-tlwcourse of a season, it was, nevertheless, carefully _:
.

J,

.T

organized.
' 4

AC

.

2--

..

7-11

,

-

.

.

.,.

kn Assistant PrOducer,-in consultatsion witWthe researehstaff, pie.

.

,
..

:,

i.

.',.

....

v

.

parealm'sohedule'in.uAits of one week, in whith the number of*minutes-delioted
A each area ofipe curriculum (e.g.,. consonants, vowels, punctuation)? was de4.

.fined.

,74,,

'pen individual*itema within these ategOries (e.g., consonants.:
,

b, a,

.

and V,. were slotted Into ttlis ',schedule in order to giv6.? :each of% time over. the

course o :the. Season;, with repet,ftions carefully spaced and more difficult

elements receiving more attention.

Writers then receivedAssignmentsbased:on theme "lesson plans."
Writer prepared approximately one half-hour prbqram.each week.

Each

On the sheet

he' or she received was a list of goals to be covered and a liSt-of animations

and/or films which had been scheduled into the progrAma-in Advance by a producer.
c

,

The writer's responsibility was then to write new material appropriate to the

goals and. to provide an,overall structure or theme for the program. Zor the
first season, writers were strictly confined tO, an invariant order in.whish the

at

curriculum elements were to be presented in the program, beginning with simple
blending skills and ending,with comprehension strategies.

Miring subsequent:

seasons,:writersWere freed from this restriction and encouraged to use the
material in whatever way would result in the most'poherent-PAsentation.
.

Once a script. was prepared, the first typed version was reviewed by the

head writer and by the producer. ,The writer. then made revisions And,thesecond
typed version was also diitributed for review.

Finally, a third version was

prepared for production preparation and eventual taping.

The whole process tOok-

several weeks.
, The taping process was carefully monitored by the studio produEer (olathe.
.

.

.

set) and by the writers and executive producer and research stiff (by remote
studio to advise o
on new
Monitor).. .4t tiMes research staff members were in the s
.

or cont*oversial production.

B.

Early Production

The 'style and.pedagoicalapproach of TEC shifted.considerably over
the progratOirlift span.

Part'ofihis shift was the result of the widespread

in-school use of the program, andpart of it was the result of increased recog-,

nition

whatotslevision cdAld do best in the area Of reading instruction.

r.

Despite its popularity with 'educators; parents, and children, the e
Jr'

first season's.program had shortcomings in the eyes of the CTW staff:and its
-advisors.
4

The first was its rather. fast pace.

The programad been designed

in this way because an upbeatAndmaried pace had proven to be extremely
successful in' the case of Sesame Street in attracting and holding children''s
attention.

Also, the cartoons which elementagySchoolchildrenare
e.

fondof have a rapid -fire style, Whilethe material being presented was admittedly difficUlt for the intended audience, who needed a more leisurely
.e*Pc'suE1

A
.

it became obvious that in an attempt to.cover all the stated

goals r = sonably often during the coverage of the season, too many goals

were ing sandwiched into each show, leaving some viewers confused.
number of goals per show was therefore decreased.

In subsequent seasons,

it was decreased even further - occasionally to three goals per .'show.

allowed not only-for an increase in the

The

This

ofminutes of exposure to

each goal, but also for presentation of that goal from a variety of approaches.
One of the Oriters who joined the staff for .the ,second season of TEC

commented.that print.was being-placed in "little coffins" at theloottom of
the screen.

Her phrase was extremely apt:

Eye-movement recordings (see

"Formatie Research") of children viewing early TEC-segments revealed that
fe0.

children Were unlikely to pay. attention to print. carefully framed in the

loWer portion oethe screen.

'While this "subtitle"'Approach

miga

be

fective with those*o are already literate, it merely made it ea4ier for
the .poor readers to were the subjects in.the.eYe-moveent experiments to
circuOvent the print andfocus'on the. action elsewhere.On the. screen.

When

)this was discoverd, new ways of presenting print were developed emphasizing
'the integration of print into the action (using signs,fgiant letters, etc.),
,

and placement of print in a central location on th Aocreen.

This resulted.

in a decided increase among poor readers in the tendency to scan the print.

Along with this invariant approach to the placement of print, the
.

first year's programstended to employ rigid models for key reading strategies
such as blending and use of context aues.'-lAi.logical, but inevitably arbitrary, nature of these strategies meant that'it.quickly became difficult,
for

he writers to develop plausible insiabdes.in which the strategies might

be used.

It also meant that the viewer who mastered these strategies would

.find ihemuseful in only a limited-number of_situations. ..Therefore, in
subseqUent seasons, flexibility in approaching these tasks was stressed.
In the case of blending, several alternative approaches (e.g.i.backward
chaining, word fimilies, syllable blending) were developed and presented

to the writers as alternatives to.a left-to-cight,,phoneme-byrphonette
Model.

In the case of contexi'cues,-the idea of using a set of alternativei

Presented explicitly,. was abandoned altogether I.* favor of a more concrete.

approach stressing pragmatiC use-of availableclues:of many. kinds.' Formuiation of more general conceptions of an approach to context cues was left

for the viewer to synthesize forhim or:herself over time.
Not all the needed modifications in the programs were in the area of
curriculum presentation.

Some of the entertainment aspects of the program

revised. on-the basis of-researchinput.,.:_It_seemed_reasonable_at_first_

to employ a great deal of verbal humor in a program focused on reading..
Thus puns and similar forms of humor were used rather heavily in the firSt
season.

However, it soon bicami.Obvious that except for the very simplest.

.instanOes, the target audience lacked the verbal sophistication required:
to appreciate this genre of'humor.. A subsequent study
.

5

(conducted by Fowles

and Glanz of the CTW staff in-1976) confirmed that appreciation of verbal

humor is closely elated to Obgnitive development and ree& ability, and
4

.

is.thezeforetot likely to be attractive to the poor reader.

This dis-

covery presented a problem because it meant opportunities to integrate instruction and entertainment were diminished.

However, there proved to be

many other ways of,integrating print, e.g., relying on visual rather than
primarily- verbal, jokes.
4

.

%

,,

.4:`'

A related difficulti.flais,the,indlusion of parodies (e.g., a TV chef
a.

called "Julia.Grownie)i,.vbich'warextremely funny to adults; but failed to
._.),..',-

-

__,_

..

-

-

amuse children because theadzils44%wc#e'not..familiar with the orgin of the
parody.

course, some. aspects of these parodies could be amusing nevertheless,
.

but it. was

.

,

.

.

ear that this was not the best way to tickle children.

q..

Thus,

parodies were used leis in subsequent seasons. unless these parodies,were based

on figures'such as Spiderman, KuPg-Fu, and others that would be more familiai
to children.

C. Middle Years

Each new seasonva production saw revisions in the program resulting from
research input and from-experience with the workability of various productiOn
approaches.

Though countlessimmall changes.were made during the 'middle years'
1

of production, they can lie subsdmed under six important direCtions of change:
EMphasis-on-Tioce es

ightle-ite-Electric --Coinpany-froarthe-beginning

had focused on presenting bits and pieces of the written code, in the context
of certain strategies, the emphasis gradually shifted toward even more
modelling of_tbe linguistic and cognitive processes of strategies involved
1

in the act of reading."Special attention was devoted to blending, which is
most crucial to the earliest stages of reading and at the same time conceptually
difficult.

Since blending is a dynamic activity, television was very suitable

63

for its effective

1 processes'nne must employ to

and synchronize them into intel-

identigy.a successi
ligible voids could::

screen quite easily, in contrast

to classroom.trea

describe the process indirectly.

4444* at all levels, and the commonalities

'The blending

in .blending at

sentobce leVel were stressed in order

;b

ing-Og.control over the enormous body of infor-

to_give the viewer:
nation one must:::

course of learning-.'to read: The child was

:,t

'fps-as keys capable of opening not one, bUt

encouraged to

an infhite

.

:

h Strategies at

.04,ted fieCtive .44

OUS.'forMikk.,

:7

ever4'.'levels, 'wail

-

"..

;

U *is:sales of
.

.4,*'ofiles of

.segue; eadki tpxle.ggiOttililig.,cii a. digferen
.
,

.

.

tWO a q tors Are,. Wien lane

fees.

io'.that

Only , aii.#03114teit
.
.

'44eltetawon the

as dist.rac

`facia
'left

t of a

Orated lip mcweiefiti

pronoi000

^a$14-, ilmtVes to the middle
of the:,
,

.iapeated!w: :

-. .t.44:1-teed

of the word, 1.3.g.k

P!*ti!.%

-mouth Of :tiit",',tharacter'' On' the right. The two priirted
.

apdit.lie:#:#rectera "together pronounce

4fifift'414,0

successiot With 'a' coMmon element sUch as initial Ch''=ate.-.pi.
.

T40 whole (sequence is acaccapanied bpi ektud4P.`
t
1117PFICtOlit04:.#414F .;.lhese segments were created vsIng di

*pee

single aitiera (b 41t) and syllables Icanudy4. Thus the
.

.

.

.

.

'

,

se refv 'iitit'.,only to model a specific 'strategy, but td make the"isCie',.4

the sale strategies are relevan at several

levelsc4. WA..

importance of Animation.

As The Electric Company evolved, animation

-emerged as in especially effective, if costly, medium of instruction.

were tw6 main

asons for this: At!. first was appeal.

There

Not only are children

initially attracted to almost anything presented in a cartoon format, lit

research indicated that theytontinue to.find'animation attractive after

'

many exposures.;- while the appeal of live-action segments ,tended more rapidly
.

.

to decline with repeated exposure.

favorable

This high repeat factor had other

implication's4;is.weiii;i4ith an audience of children with reading

problems, frecAmnA'repetition of material is pedagogically necessary.
mation allowed.more of this repetition to

Ani-

occur with less chance for bore-,,

This betImer.particularly important in the creation of the season
,

Land.13 programa....
.

,

' -

Aside from its greater appeal, aniMationhad unique instructional strengths,

because unlike live-action film or studio production, it is hot at all con
strained by reality.

Animation can be used-to directly depict the contents.;

of one mind and communicate them to another.

The mental proceses required
r

for reading can be presented concEetely,-with,a minimum of explanation.

Thus, for example, the cognitive process of separatinga letters in a
word for phonic identification and then fusing them intitibtelligible speech
can be depicted as a physical separation followed by progressive linking of
letters into a complete word unit. -This is an advantage when dealing with
the poor reader or with any young child.'

As previously noted, animation can be effective in demonstrating such
conceptual relationships as that 'which exists betweeb print and speech.-

Animation can also be used to create a situation in which a changeoin print
is instantaneously reflected in a change in some object or situation, thus
drawing attention to both the changing features of the word and the meaning
of the word as reflected in the situation.
-
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For example, in animation created

for 'a song written by Tom Lehrer, the magic *silent - e" changes "can" into
a

As the words are changing, objects

*cane,' *Uzi)" into "tube" and so forth.

on the screen change accordingly.Ortin call.reshapex4teelf magically into

.

a walking cane!

.

-.

..:....,

.

Animation is alslOoparticularly effective
.. in illustrating:0e relationship
s

.. -

I--

amowmnctuation, intonation and meaning.

The freedom from temporal and

physical constraints which animation achieves with ease allows sentence in-

tonation and the corresponding relrant4itgation (cues by a visually salient

change in punctUition) to changeiimultasely. An ezample.pf this is m=
animated cartoon in which *- sinqie gent.-MOV:

am going over there, " with
,

chie4ing punctuation and, concurrent chang4S'*'intonation,narrates an 'entire tale wh4rein thernarritCr-sirolls across A'inixrealistic landscape
-...

t"X am going over there.") and spots a giant le 'creisi:t.ione:'("i'am going

over there").

As he runs eagerly toward it,

1tr ,emerges to block

.

his ,path.

("I am going over the:eel:I:I Be bats4 hasty retreat ("I am going'

over these!).

All this takes otue)rrew seconds.

Thus animation, despite its ixpiiii*ore, came to be more prominent in the

third and following seasons of The Electric Company.

For example, the

"Letterman* series, an animated "take-off" on Superman, was initiated.

In

each of the many episodes, Letterman changes unpleasant circumstances by
.

substituting one litter for another and creating a magical change in the
corresponding situation.

For example, changing "coat

to "boat" causes a

sturdy ship to appear and save a group of children from drowning.

Meta-linguistic Principles. The increased 'aphelia on process in The
#

Electric Company was accompanied by a stress on presenting the conceptual
underpinnings of reading.

Influenced by the work of John DOwning, L. Gleit-

man, P..114ain, C. Cozden and others, The Electric Company staff became aware
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.that the majoi barrier to learning to read for many children, particularly
those who are not expbsed to books and reading in the home, is a lack of
understanding of what reading is, what it is for, and its relationship to
spoken language.

These children are unacquainted with basic matte-linguistic
.-.

principles endive handicapped by this deficiency in their attempt* to master.
the content of.readisig inais\uction.

In response to this situation, several key meta-linguistic_prinFiples_
weie.incosporated in thi,curricuium and emphasized in production.
fig

It was

often possible to comMunic447these principles (e.4i.4.tiie invariant leftto -right se'cluence of print) in the course of presenting iomeother aspect

of the curriculum once it became clear that these, background properties

of thetritten code should be brought to.the fore.

As many previous examples.

have suggested, television has a particular talent for presenting this sort
of abstract Principle in a form accessible to children who are not yet
abstraCt thinkers.

Visual Simplification. Formative research, particularly eye-movement
.

.

research, revealed that sole. ElectricgCompany segments were simply too "buoy."

Others, while not so complex; nevertheless were designed so that instruction
and entertainment were placed in- Competition.

Thus, an attempt was.fade to

simplify new segments and to balance entertainment and print to achieve a
mutually reinforcing, rather than- a competing effect.

The former was ac-

complished by.simplifying sets and costumes, eliminating as much distracting
detail as possible, eliminating unnecessary movement and gesticulation by'
actors, and using less. complicated plots.

The latter was accomplished by

creating.-sCations ih which print would be critical (rather than irrelevant
and "tacked on") to the plot, by instructing actors

4

to orient. their signi-

ficant gesturestoWard print while.reducing
other ges
.

carefully

structuring action sequences so that moments of impo

ctionalcon-,

A

tent would not coincide with the mosiinterestino entertiajni

e:

(uniess,

and the same, an ideal design.

of course, the two were

Is

.

..

Eye-movement.research was extremely helpful to the pt./Ice:1a of developing
.._

-s,

..

.

.

c'

.

progressivel more effective mays of accomplishing-these goalsnThe researdh7

.

problem was so

strOd- 4ction interaction around; this

effective tthat pre'Bryan,

who was-responsiblsfor most of the-relevant eye-mdvement research

:(see

Formative Research), eventualry concluded that no further refihements in

the progrim were possible on the basis dthis research.
,--

,Opportunities

f

7:

read: Adviiors to The Electric Cbipany were persistent

in recommending that the program ought to offer same opportunities for actual
4

.

"reading" (i.e., dtCoding of passages of print Unger than a single sentence
4.4

and embodying Some narrative sequence) -.

They correctly painted out that

without this addition the program could give the viewer a distorted conception
of what reeling is all about:

The problem, of course, was to design segments

that could Provide opportunities for extended. reading which wouid be amenable

Two particularly successful formats were developed

to television presentation.
in response to this need.
.

The firSt, called the "Very Short.gook" was

a'

series of stories, three or four sentences in length, based on traditional
fairy tales or fables, but each with a comic twist at the end.

These were
pages

presented in a 'tableau vivant' style, with actors framed as if on th
.of a story book, with print running across the top.

An off-stage voice

read the print, and each segment concluded with'the actor/illustrations.
coming alive to do something Unexpected 411 amusing.

These segments were

effective because the magical quality of the living illustrations charmed
*

the children, and becadse the unpredictable endings held their attention.

/bey had the additional advantage of providing same semblance of the ex.

.perience of actually reading a book.

*
' The second format dal4ned to provide for reading practice was based
*

on

AO

woo-

they popular "Spiderman" comic book character.

These were live-action

adventmre)mquenceslin which the familiar hero never spoke.

Insotead. his

speeches appeared im'comic book style "balloons" over his-head.

In order

to follow the simple plot it wall necessary for the viewer to read the con-

tents of the balloon - usually a short sentence.

This situation provided

.

!!.

considerable motivation to read and became extremely popular with viewers.
Capitalizing On the popularity-of these segments; a special Electric Company
"Spidey" comic was designed for newsstand distribution as a way Of providing'
additional reading matter Of a.cOnilrolled kind.

This comic looked much like

any other, bilt had carefullTIplaced print, short messages, controlled vocab-

ulary and was designed to encourage the poor reader to read rather than to

merely rely on picres.

D.

Final Years

When the decision was made to produce two final seasons of, The Electric

Company andthen allow these to be'rerun through 1980, it was with the
understanding.that substantial use of the program was likely to continue
'during this period.

Repeated programs Could be less attractive to a home

, viewer who might view for several seasons.

However, in a school situation

where the program is typically used in only one or two grades, a given child
would have only limited exposure to the program, and therefore little or
no chance to experience repetitions of particular programs.

Therefore,

I

change* planned for the final season were made partly with an eye to school
use.

(At the same time, of course, it was felt io be necessary to keep

.

exixerilentation to a minima and concentrate on..those approaches which,*
'proves over the yearsito be the very best instructionally:and to be enduring
in appeal).

Thus, changes during the final seasons were concentrated in the

following areas:

,Explicitness o

..41kbad been clear from the outset dint.

Educational Goal

them:0i explicit the inanher

bf

presentation of the educational goals, the, more
On the, other band, to

likely they:were to be understood by the target vieWer.

beXator".a_point would tempt the...iom6viawer, Particularly the _ child threatened

°by-instruttional challengeseto flap to another channel. Better to hold the
,
.
of teaching. For a classroom .
rate
'',:,viewerand Settle fdlt a more moderate_
.
d
...
G
.

.

-

.

.

fusion, boweVer, the constraint on .direct instruction cold be modifiedr'

...

,
'-u

slightly, add therefore new prograw segments tended tip be. more explicit about
7

their purpose, and a bit more didactic in style,. though never stodgy or "talky."

Active Involvement -

In creating new formats for seasons A and B

attempt-wai made to increase opportunities fer active physical and verbal
involvement witb4theAorogram.
-

This is perhaps not an obvibUs accommodation

.

it is -well known

to .claSsroom vieWing, but it was done for two reasons:

that:thiidien learn better When they_ lare actively engaged in the learning
4
^t,
Oreicess. :However, it had been felt that the "Cttild viewing at home - of tea'.

Er

vely to the4ogram. ChildreP,

alone - would. be unlikely to respond

4

once they are old enough to realise that 1.elevision events are noe'*eal, are
not likely to jump up and participate in events on the screen.

Howeyer, in
J- er

s>

.

.%.

a 4assroom group where the other class membekeibecome. yeal7life participants:
./4.,

.

-

.

in the situation, they are much more likely to do so.
...MI

In fact, it had been observed in .formative

" 4)

4

studies

_,.

s.,---

#

.

I.

:

.-

...,

... q ,

.

#

'

4.

714'

s

of',clablifoollt.

,
I,

1407'

viewizig
..

lor
.

.

.

,

situations that children viewing in groups would respond to almost' any oppor-tunity to abime-in with the prokiram,..whether or not there weiCan.ex*icit.",

V_

.

.

Nowever, 0 teachers were sometimes Amlictant'to

iniriprtiohto do sp.

this'behavior if they consideted it to be disruptive... Therefore, theimmumxt
#

0-,

".'
impor%ant purpose of.these segments was ta.help,suggelita sort of "permission
..
:

.

'

:

.4
for active Umplvegent.whidh might suggest a sore reliked classroola atmasphere
..

-

-

A

.

di

fur viewing:

.

...,

-

Fewer ralsorr ptogram.

it

1,

v

.

-.

Over the years, formative research has flresultpd.
.

.

.

It
in a steady,decrease in. the number of different goals addressed'An sechphlf7.

-

.

..

.

..

.

p-

,

With seasons A and B, this trind contihued and Sevfial programs were

hour.
:

*

-

..

,

li produced With only .three different-,goali per4half
Sour, this was more in
to
'

!keeplr%with the pow reader's learring rateend also made the teachers pre-,
'and post- viewing activities easidkitoorganite and more cahireit for the
..

children.
lk.

.

- . AI, II;

,

.'3.

0

.'

%

Endurin Appeal - Though school chi]

cell in contraled,viewing ciidlni-

4

stance's wite4eon.as.Andsportant audience for seasons A and B,

was im-

pCiitant to Maximize re-runabilrey.(apppal of.repeated programs)" of the pro1

grkos for,th, at-home audience inaits acCeptibility to-children in classMOMS .

:-Several,iteps were ta%1A-vosacclirlish this.

'

.45

First,

old segments, whichi

.

hadiproVen: to have enduring eppeal:(e.g., Ute:".LetteFman" sorieS), were
_

,..

.

-

selecteefor'inalusion.1 Also as noted4ar4er, animation.stands up better
v,
4.

Thareford;

%glider' repsrtition than live-actioniaatterial.
41.

ilarcier' portion

.

of fhi-ud4if.71or the GI-lir-least:44gs alrocateeto'nei
.....

eail.ier seasans,of The Electric COMpany,had.reltaa,
..

.

i

-.,

ii'

.

.

/._1:

to an

extent. (particularly

.
.

-

in the creation of live*actionpaterial), on, current cultural and social

.

phenomena (e.g:, et "Kung -Fug type -character, a '4Cojak"take-off, use of- popular
e
music, and dross styles). The 'inctusion of ouch segments inevitibly.dated

.

.4

6 rs
J
4

k

the program "7. 'IV' d1 *advantage in aw. re-444n

altuatrati:

An., effort was made ";to produce relative :4p timeleas

at home or-in, sOhool.

material

fOr the final

,

PBS channels, which had not usUallYAbeen very popular with the
whom

the ,program was

intended,

purpose g-: and localevieWing sChe

''theprogram was to be

for

an lntensive pre-premiare,4 effort wee,. made

to, natify asmtelik teachers, parents and Children' as

of the programpl

children'

broadcast.

alp a 1:BiF channel

instruct .people in correct tuning

in

possiblec about

1.es.

the na,ture

In areas where....

campaigns

e oFganized-

order to : receive the PrOgitaay.

This:'

.

wareness ampa.ign won .a Silver Anvil 4ward,in:071'ffrontthe POlicBelations

Society of America.

e effective component of this campaign
was deta.i.led information pre.

Arlin .attractivLy illustrated paperback

book,

which was

diStributed free of charge. to .school teafhers a..arass the coup
book explained the curricnlUm, production approaches and rationare'forithe

ani.at 'a level Specific enough to` be' useful to teachers,. Air at the
.7

same time accessible to .parents

irequests fore this populas .paperback con-

fdi several years
A half-hour ...TV
.

:stit)_

largely fortakentS,:,
,' :!:t
the

Jz*i.t-odficing . the

.. !

program'-was. also

.

was broadcast on cammerci _channels .3.n order to alert
'.

Max:imtin-"ntanber'af: viewers.

:

A Teacher's Guide-"ta.the..prOgram was created

tissue c rculated via IXV instructors and' other

4.

orms for subsequen0 issues
bpolsideScribed

k

propriate

a.zines and

Mean .

included and were also inserted-

were

abovh..

newspapers

were infosmed of .the new program

-',

and encouraged ;td plroview material ands interview CTW staff members. ,* Be40

k

-=

cause Sesame Street had already generated a strong interestiand even, contro -.
9,
t
0
veroylkamong journalists, The Electric,Company was given ample ..attention by
.

4

04.presS

'Prokee;iona journals such as'!..4the Journal ot. Reading and

and

IP

ding TeaCher.
<

mepbers of The Electric Company staff attended appropriate conferences,
.

ittC11 as the clai4ont. Reading Conference; 14. rk.

nal and lOCal meetings

It

f

aocfation in order to inform profesaionals

InternationaLsaseding

45"

aboht the' grogram and ts sound pitdagogical fc.iundations, and to an
.

thetr.:'qUestiPits,:4

-....,,
Edutatidn ervices (CES) unite was formed tolv4ach peoiv,

i'

-..,

.*

:dire6tly..abla,locakileve a... particUlarly' through informal channels such is '''
.nei.glibOrbdibd-gteupt,
-and. tilip them maximize the: edUcation4 Significance
.

the program for ikherieelii3Os. ''ilegianirig with efforts to educate' people
T

S siattetently devel

son tuning-In P117 Chant.
: te:.-

.

-...,......

..i

crease,co;a4u4tii.nitaliemerit with'the

.'

50

d many programs -to -inbi *hat", pit:4'646ns 'has

progFam:;

-.-A1.10

:"

": .s.1.7.4# ..4.

ceased; ,CES !cohtiniles ,4 plali an importa t xele in' maintaliAting 4th le"1 of pro.

r.riti

,

:.

gram" use
- in Informal Setting&

,of CEz effort ov
Tutoring programs haVe been,.,.Mainst-.4
a.
-Sk

.

.

the year

A

GrOups such as ,SYs -.C/Obs , 7'§colit :Trtictpa i,COISMUnity Centeri, 'churCirhes,

flibtarieliand service organilatione,' such es the Li

u35, ,hats devised`

ter -schOol, Saturdayor summer tutoring? 'programs with the assistance of.
4-4

*

;:

%. .

.

.

CTO's Regional Offices (there are now six such regional offices)'.

$ome

materials4or theSe.progrms. are provided by .CTWYbut stress is placed on
,

:0

.

.
.

items which teachers, parents and.) children can easily make'themselves, or
1.

obtain.et.ldw cost.

The most Ambitious tutoring project developed by Cis came about through
Lto

'

cellaboration with the Neighborhood Youth Corps proqram, which is a component
the-Federal Office of Mifipower Administration.designed to provide work
0,

experiences for young)` 6ople with the,:poal of increasing their'subsequent

employebility.

The effort began:in summer197l,with,Sesame Street and preschoolerS
4

,and has expanded in the summer of 1972.to include' seven.to ten- year

-olds

:viewing The roman. The 1972 project encompassed cities of.'"All.

comennliieg,

..

..:

.

.

.

sizes aswell-as several rural

and siteel n Puerto Rico and

the Virgin Islands. There were a total .of thirty-three: sites invplved,
put many, such as..New York City,. had more than one viewing center.

At.its

peal 4n 1972, the project employed about 10400Neightorhood-Youth:porpS

The viewing centers Were usually Under the direction of a

':yoUngsters,.
.

'' Tloq 1.

organjration or

:agencycwhich. provided .varying .cervices from hot lunches..
_

.

and.television'seks
:`:

-

tamoltuiteeto.help:

1

Wherever possible, sponsoring:agencies

.

.

.were' encouraged to.provide'paid supervisory Ardonneb with appropriate

*raining. :Den this,Was not possible, Parents, college stOdents,.and
:other cOmunity memberOsere4rained-by CES'.and.40ploYed in these progtemS..
.

...11ie.:NYClenrollies.Ariewed

The :Electric

Company with the4tiending.Chil

.

. .

.

..

.

.
.

.

.

.

'r.

.

.

.

drew: And

/

carried oul.tegtiCritiegyiththeteto

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

,..

ofthesedfforts:WeeLeartie&oUt by:the CES ttaff.et CTO, in Orderto im-

ammiznication and treining'fOrthetNYb'stafffromyeartO

cOntinuedfor

several
seasons,.
, ..
,,,..

.

reinforce -the.program. ..NOnitoring

...

Another successful CES.effOrt was carried out in Appalachia, firSt
with Sesame Street and then with The Electric Company.' la this alose,

CTW's Appalachian Field Services Office (Covering Kentucky, North Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and Southeastern Ohio) loaned individual'
parents cassette. tape recorders and specially made audio tapes - one per

week of shows - explaining difficult pbints, giving local examples, describing
reinforcing activities for the parents to do, and providing general background.
as cra

Each parent was also provided with simple supplies suc

purchased by.ihe county school system with Title I funds.

to attend workshops conducted by CS staff.

s and paste

Paxen

Many pworly educated

were invited
rents reported

having prOfited film this experience as much as their children..

CES is.continuing its efforts to increase use of The Electric Company
outside of the formal educational setting.

Materials are-in.=the planning

stage which, upon completion, could be offered to Community Organizations
interested in forming after-school clubs, or integrating language arts'
activities into already existing clubs.

These materials are slated to in-

.

clUde a guide for tutors, a handbook:for Clubleaders and sponsors, and
other items.

Other efforts to reach the at-home audience have focused on the creation
and distribution of commercially available materials, no

&The Electric,.

Company,Magazinp"apd, "SPidey Comics," which serve to proViide reading prac-,
,

tentiOn to he..P o4ram.

tick to reinforce the program and also dr

.

'Both.

.

have enjoyed a substantial circylation arrhave been used by many classroom
#

teachers, thbugh they were not specifically

tended for this purpose.
A

The Public Relations Department and thh Products' Group have combined
in order to promote classroom use of TEC.

. The most important school-related CES activity has been a series of teacher'

workshops in cal school systems all over the country.

Personnel in the six

ces are trained bry. CTW.staff to conduct these workshops,

regional CES

and they in turn work directly with small groups of teachers.

Workshops

focus on familiarizing teachers with the program and demonstrating classroom

activities which theteaCher can,eMplOY tM'enhance the program.

These workshops

willcontinue through the re-run period...
As waS,mentioned earlier, loTeacher's Guide and paperback book were
among the: initial means of.famiiiarizing teachers with The Electric Company.

re original Guide, a monthly listing of daily program goals with brief
,

.

activity suggestions, was replaced. in subsequent seasons by a more substantial
Teacher's Guide/Activity Book in two volumes,,. which teachers could order at
low cost.

These are now available in a revised form to caner the.material

which-willp,be aired through 1980.

This includes sixty ditto masters for cliss-

.

XopiCactivities. A 4andbook providing show-listing for the entire period.
.ti

-4.a.:aiso,.now available.

.PBS channels and.ITV coordinators-have also played an important role

in alerting teachers to The Electtic.Compamy through anAnntements over the
-

.

air, and through distribution of ptrit material; from. the Workshop.

Some ITV'

centers'have also oonducied teacher workshops and other activities to promote
interest,

The Electric Company stiff participated directlyin

y,such workshops

,-*

ana provided materials.fOr'others.

This liason between CES staff and ITV'
41

coordinators continues:_

the early years eg The.Electricidompaw, promotional efforts were
of course, focused on the at-home:audience.. gekertheless,' as it became

clear that thel.a7sChoOLaudiqate wasa;significant one4A.pCrease&prOMotion_

n
,

of the program "to :thachers

and '.proVieiOn...of !infOrMiltion On

aitipal;

use of the program heOame

to

in 1977

Thus.; a,

the ...effeCtiVe

sukstantiel

was Made

. .

*teachers; AnfOins .!itais .at: the.

reach

ions.

:their ' cliCsar

materials for use

.

In

: re-ruil

.September ' 77

mt4.1.ier:,:fOr,

;

;

The Electric
e l e m e n

Aar

Celmany 'ditto ...eheettS

ta r y school''teSolies,- and

a

ot ,this'kkind:.

having to do with 'support materials"; suggeitl

such pateriata- Which can he,:aolcr

Products -Group

are

directlY

Leo ,teachaber at

ion

i

rOsaii.iOna''

frn r {men'

lin d :outreach i

piog;ramti in which 'TEC

fbr 41adiep4es Ober
.

7

cessful

the

,

.

.:01

hia

,

.'of an

adult

am with CTW (largely

acy,,

eValuatiiion aatelials .anfi other. help to the progr

througtV

.',cg4/11(1.selSo4espOniitile.:for. working with .a- program
.

e.

of CTW

,

ex.
xample: 'art OpportOnity Industriali

.

,moderate

...directliyielated tb

A discussion. of

prograa

-

be a'. leriahle

.

.

training

eurye

acti4e1Y...frdevilopinq.poclOCts

Company.. For exaMpled. 9;evely ciew

of several
.

.h.,,it,there4.mar

.both 'the Sch§.0.1,.ansti DAY

.

with titles

ICI

,

I

To this end,-

=

:AO i*i-ijoeitiOnsi

Teacher responses 4o: the

cost.

6,00:;000.

.More Coi*rehenalva isailingolitt is .iieing

("developed to assist ',f4ture effbrts

market for

.

for

Vie

VICFIllfge at Fort, Chaffee.
Oti,007.*sal program
r,.

broadcast
.

daily to the refuti

a.

progrcyCyas eAhusiastic,

who tended' to need .English'
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been an extremely successful and well-received educational innovation, and
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Meanwhile, many immediate questions about the program need to be
answered.; To. what extent ought promotional activities continue?

funding for further activities come from?
nest valuable?

Where will

What sorts of productsSiould be

How can teacher utilization of the program be enhance?

Several steps have been taken to begin to answer some of these questions4

-

Joan Ganz Cooney has formed a special CTW strif4 committal to re-

view all productsand publications related to The Electric Company
pit:posed by all departments of C7'W in order to insure that quality
and educational value are. maintained.

A review of possib4. strategies for publicizing The Electric. Company

to teachers has been Prepared, and a mailing lilt of interested
.

teachers for future marketing efforts is being developed.
A.C. Nielsen has teen.commissioned to continue monitiring the size
nd composition of The Electric CompanY's at-home audience .durimg
the re -run, period.

Plans, are underway to continue monitoring teacher utilization of

the program during the rerun periodr.

continfieato promote and 'develop ways 'of enhancing use of the

Efforts to work with ITV coordinators, the NEA, colleges of education

and the eanyother organizations and institutions still actively supporting
4.?

use of The ElectricAompanf-among their.SonatitUencies will, continue.
Further decisions must await the results of these effori.
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